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Thirty-one new heat flow determinations in North Dakota range 
from 0.6 to 1.9 HFU. The majority of heat flow measurements were com-
pleted for southwestern North Dakota. 
Heat flow measurements were made in both oil and water wells. 
Heat production data frora basement rocks when used in conjunction with 
nearby heat flow values indicate that only two of six sites may be con-
sidered to be similar to Basin and Range type of heat flow. One site 
occurs in southwestern North Dakota in a region west of 103° W where 
no heat flow value is less than 1.5 RFU. The other site is in north-
central North Dakota and a Basin and Range interpretation for it seems 
to conflict with nearby heat flow data and is inconsistent with other 
available geopbysic.al information. 
The major conclusion is that a heat flow province transition 
between Basin C1nd Range and eastern United States types of heat flow 
occurs west of 103° W longitude in southwestern North Dakota. There is 
coincidence between the heat flow results reported here and a zone of 
anomalous electrical conductivity reported by Alabi, Camfield and Gough 
(1975), although the transition is better delineated by Che heat flow 
data. The width of the transition zone between heat flow provinces is 
narrow (28 km) implying a shallow depth to partially molten lower crust 
or upper mantle. When used with experimental petrologic data for perid-
otlte in th~ presence of excess water, temperature calculations suggest 
X 
th3t a partial melt zone begins approximately at the depth of the Moho 
(45 to 55 km) as determined by seismic refraction data, 
xi 
INTRODUCTION 
lfoat continually escapes the surface of the earth from its 
interior~ The earth's heat flow generally occuxs at quite low levels,. 
so the heat flow is almost unrecognizable near the earth's surface 
because of incoming solar radiation. Exceptions occur near active 
volcanoes~ geysers, fumaroles and hot springs where terrestrial heat 
flow is significantly greater. 
When the earth's heat is recoverable, as with other forms of 
energy, it can be made to do useful work. The uses depend on the 
quantity of the heat present, the physical state of the matter con-
tJining the heat and the chemistry of the medium transporting the 
he.at. (n the earth, the 11mcdium11 is usually water or brine. Regions 
of geystr activity are proving to be of interest for the commercial 
generation of electricity. Regions of lesser heat content, contain-
ing transferrable quantities of fluid from porous and permeable rocks. 
may be used £or space or process heating. It is the latter type of 
resource which may prove to be of interest in North Dakota. 
tlost of the heat flow in the crust of the earth occurs by con-
duction. However, sedimentary basins can be included as part of a 
resource base if aquifer systems exist which have adequate permeabil-
ity to allow extraction of significant quantities of water. The term 
resource base means the reservoir of stored heat at temperatures 
greater than 15°G. Water of modest temperature for direct heating 
can be recovered from aquifers with appropriate permeability. Basins 
1 
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of normal heat flow containing such aquifer systems~ may provide warra 
water but the temperatures would not increase rapidly with depth unless 
conductivities are low, providing a thermal blanket (Nathenson and 
Muffler, 1975). 
1'he purpose of this study was to determine the terrestrial heat 
flow in the Williston basin of North Dakota. From a scientific stand-
point, the thermal character of the crust of the earth under North 
Dakota can be better understood by a study of the heat flow. 
Data was obtained from two types of wells, First, most of the 
heat flow values are based on temperatures measured in water wells of 
the United States Geological Survey's (uSGS) observation water well 
network. 1'hese wells are used for water quality testing purposes and 
terminate in ati aquifer. Wells greater than 150 n deep were employed 
where available .. Those shallower than 150 mare primarily in eastern 
North Dakota and were the deepest available at the time for the areas 
studied. The remainder of the heat flow values are from temperatures 
measured in oil wells or wells drilled for that purpose. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
Little work on heat flow has been done in North Dakota. The 
first attempt at estimating heat flow in North Dakota was made by 
JJlackwell (1969). Using temperatures originally reported by Van 
Orstrand in 1934, and by identifying the rock types penetrated by 
the borehole, Blackwell estimated the thermal conductivity as 3.5 x 
10-3 cal/ cm sec 'C and estimated a heat flow for A. F. Blum# 1 near 
Lonetree, North Dakota as greater than l.4 HFU. A heat flow unit or 
HFU is equal to 10-6 cal/ cm2 sec. These are the units used for 
heat flow throughout this report. 
Combs and Simmons (1973) published two estimates of heat flow 
based on temperatures which Combs measured. The heat flow values were 
estimates because no core samples were available (Combs, 1970). An 
estimated thermal conductivity of 4.0 x 10-3 cal/ cm2 sec was used for 
the Pierre shale which led to estimates of 2.2 HFU for wells in Burke 
and Bottineau counties. 
Scattolini and Howell (1973) reported heat flow values from one 
oil well in Billings county and repeated the heat flow calculations on 
two wells using temperatures reported by Combs and Simmons (1973) and 
measured thermal conductivities uncorrected for in situ porosity. 
These heat flow values will be discussed later in this report, 
Temperature information is also available through the North 
Dakota Geological Survey (NDGS) as both bottom-hole temperatures and 
3 
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temperature-depth logs. Most of this information has been strongly 
affected by the drilling process and 1,1as collected by the oil industry 
for the purpose of determining the level reached by the cement in the 
casing-borehole annulus after the casing was emplaced. The details of 
drilling cessation, drilling period and actual drilling time are 
unavailable. Because of these factors, this data provides upper and 
lo1,1er bounds on the heat £101,1 value but cannot be used to calculate 
a precise value of the heat flow. 
OBSERVATIONAL ~..ETHODS 
l ut roductlon 
The heat flow is determined by the site-specific thermal gradient 
and thermal conductivity of the earth. In order to determine the heat 
flow, measurements are made of thermal gradients and of thermal conduc-
tivities for rocks at depths of tens to thousands of meters. In the 
following section, the experimental techniques employed in measuring 
temperature to determine thermal gradient and in measuring thermal con-
ductivity are discussed. 
Two requirements for heat flow determination are: an opening in 
tile earth and samples from that opening. The opening in the earth is 
generally a well in which temperature is measured as a function of 
depth. All temperatures reported here were obtained from oil or water 
wells or wells which were drilled for either purpose. All wells exam-
ined in this study were cased with either iron or plastic pipe. Since 
the ~DGS maintains a sample library, drilled fragments (cuttings) were 
available for most 0f the wells examined in this study. 
The results from two deep wells are included here. lloth had 
been drilled by the oil indust:ry and neither prociuced oil. NDGS 5086 
was completed and pumped for two mont:hs but 95 percent of the production 
was water and production was discontinued. Barnwell Oil Lt:d. permitted 
temperature measurements while it evaluated perforating NDGS 5086 at a 
dH£erent depth. NDGS 2894 was cased but never completed as an oil 
s 
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well. The United States government had used the well as part of an 
extended large amplitude seismic array (LASA). The seismometer had 
been removed at least one year before temperature measurements were 
made at this site. 
In all but five wells, the values of heat flow reported here 
are based on data obtained from wells that had remained undisturbed 
for at least one year before temperature measurements were made (see 
Appendix A). This is sufficient time to allow the effects of drilling 
disturbani.::es to subside. The measured temperature may not be the undis-
turbed terrestrial temperature but the thermal gradient is likely to 
have been reestablished (Lachenbruch and Brewer, 1959; Jaeger, 1961). 
Five values of heat flow reported here are estimates made from 
industry temperature sGrveys from the NDGS well log files. ~DGS 35, 424, 
591, 1099, and 1139 are five of sixty oil industry thermal surveys 
selected because of their relative quality and their proximity to 
heat production data. The temperature data for NDGS 3342 and 3479 
are from Combs and Simmons (1973) based on the dissertation of Combs 
(1970). 
The remaining wells (29) are water observation wells maintained 
by the l:SGS Water Resources Branch. These wells were drilled as part 
of a cooperative program between the North Dakota State Water Commis-
sion (NDSWC), the County where the well is located and the USGS. Sev-
eral of the sites used for this study are located in southwestern North 
Dakota. These wells we.re used for water quality studies and, except 
for limited quantities of water removed for chemical analysis less 
thnn four times per year, were undisturbed .. 
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Since the annual surface temperature wave is known to affect 
depths to 20 m (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) deeper wells were chosen. 
The requirement is a minimum because as pointed out by Jaeger (1965) 
even wells less than 150 m deep are ganerally not used because of 
weathering or hydrologic uncertainties. In eastern North Dakota the 
latter requirement was relaxed to make use of the deepest wells avail-
able near~y to sites where basement rock samples of good quality and 
quantity were available. The use of these wells was justified simply 
because no heat flow data from these areas would be available without 
them. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a description of 
the temperature and thermal conductivity measurements and the calibra-
tion of the instrumentation used. 
Temuerature Measurements 
The temperature measuring system consisted of a Fenwall Elec-
tronic thermistor probe sensor (bayonet type) electrically connected by 
four conductor cable to the surface, a hoist arrangement and a resist-
ance measuring device. Two modes of operation were used. 
1. The deep well mode was a trailer-mounted, electrically 
powered winch, with approximately 2 km of 0.4 cm (3/16 in.) steel 
armored electrically shielded, four-conductor logging cable which was 
assembled by Logmascer Corp. of Enid, Oklahoma. This mode was used in 
the two deep wells (NDGS 2894, 5086). For this mode, depth measure-
ments were determined to an absolute precision of± 0.03 m. 
2. Th~ second mode is a relatively portable winch with slightly 
less than 0.5 km of four conductor lightweight cable (Berktek Corp. 
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Rea<ling, Pa.) ·with a second Femrnll thermistor probe used only for this 
mode. Host of the shallow well measurements were made with this appa-
ratus which was constructed in the Physics Department at the University 
of North Dakota. For this modet depth measurements were determined to 
an absolute precision of± 0.15 m. 
The primary method of resistance measurement at the surface 
employed a four lead resistance measurement using a Data Precision 
digital multimeter, model 2540 A2. In two instances, a back - up unit 
which consisted of a Siemens variant of the wheatstone bridge was used 
(sec Sass and others, 1971c; lloy, Decker, :llackwell and Birch, 1968). 
Doth sy;:;tems compensab.• for Lhe series resistance of the cable con-
<luctors. 
At the site, the probe was lowered to a depth and allot;ed at 
' le:i~t one hundred times the time constant of the probe (2 sec) to 
stabilize. This gave a measure of the uncertainty in the temperature 
for regions over which the heat flow was calculated (± 0.01 °C). 
Te:nperature measurements were made while lagging into the well. 
ln the laboratory, both thermistor probes were calibrated 
against a Leeds and }iorthrup platinum resistance thermometer. The 
platinum resistance thermometer was standardized by Leeds and Northrup 
Inc. in 1975 against a standard traceable to the National Bureau of 
Standards. 
The calibration process involved placing the thermistor probe 
and the platinum resistance thermometer in drilled holes in a solid 
cylinder of brass with large thermal inertia. The drilled holes were 
filled with fluid to insure good contact between the sensor and brass. 
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The brass cylinder, 7.62 cm in diameter and insulated with Styrofoam 
at the top, was immersed in a Neslab Instruments constant temperature 
bath. The resistance of the thermistor was monitored using the digital 
multimeter; the resistance of the platinum resistance thermometer was 
monitored with a Honeywell potentiometer, model 2780. Measurements 
were made approximately every five degrees from Oto 30 •c for the 
portable mode thermistor probe and from Oto 100 'c far the trailer 
mounted mode thermistor probe. The voltage drop across a standard 
resistance in se'ries with the platinum resistance thermometer was 
monitored ta determine the current through the circuit fallowed by a 
measurement of the corresponding voltage drop across the platinum 
resistance thermo~eter. Repeated measurements at the same tempera-
ture with current reversal yielded agreement to better than:!: 0.02 •c 
whlch imposes ·a limit of :: 0.02 °C an the absolute precision of the 
temperature meaBurements-
The thermistor calibration curve was produced by exponential 
curve fitting over five degree intervals using the exponential and 
pre-exponential as variables and calculating the mismatch far the 
fi.ve degrees above and below the fitted interval. The mismatch at 
the five degree step above and below the interval did not exceed 
± 0.01 °C and an the five degree interval employed was less than 
i 0.01 °C. Based on these considerations the maximum estimated 
error in temperature measurement was taken to be::. 0.03 °G. 
Temperature comparisons between results obtalned with these 
dm.Jnhole temperature_measurement systems and measurements made by 
two other investigators, Dr. E. R. Decker (University of Wyoming) 
10 
and Dr. A. Jessop (Department of }lines and Mineral Resources, Canada), 
give reasonable thermal gradient agreement (see Table 1), indicating 
an error consistent with that estimated above. 
TABLE l 

























NDGS 5086 Western North Dakota Well Site 
This report July 14, 1975 Dr. E. R. Decker March 10, 1974 
182.94 14.90 182.88 15.33 
39.33 40.07 
365.76 22.09 365.76 22.66 
-··-----····--------------------------------
Tlierraal C'onductivity Measurements 
Thermal conductivity rr.easurements were made using a modified 
divided bar apparatus or stack (Birch, 1950). A nichrome wire heater 
maintained a constant elevated temperature at the to? of this stack and 
fluid circulated from a constant temperature bath maintained the temper-
ature of the cooler lower part of the stack (Figure 1). Radial heat 
loss was minimized by either using a radiation wall which was main-
tained at a constant temperature close t;o the temperature of the 
unknown sample or careful insulation with styrofoam .. To reduce con-
tact resistance copper disks were machined flat and polished. A 
l! 
F'ig. 1. Schematic of Thermal Conductivity Stack Apparatus. This 
is a modified divided bar similar to that of Birch (1950), The radiation 
shield was used initially but was later replaced by styrofoam. The cell 
contains rock fragments saturated with water. Arrows at the base of the 
divided bar indicate the flow direction to and from the constant temper-
ature bath (not shown here) used as a heat sink. The reference thermo-
couple junction was placed in either the ice bath or the constant temper-
ature bath and che appropriate correction applied to the voltage before 
temperature was calculated. 
"'""£i·~·' '''.!f~.ai 
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coating of household liquid detergent with a relatively high thermal 
conductivity and a load of 10 kilograms was used to reduce contact 
resistance. Stack temperatures were measured using copper-constantan 
junc!:ions. Thermocouple voltage was measured by a Ru':->icon potentio-
meter. The potentiometer determined voltage ta 0.001 mv which provides 
for a precision on the order of 0.01 •c. Divided bar reference con-
ductors were highly polished disks of fused quartz. 
The thermal conductivity of rock fragments was measured using 
the technique of Sass, Lachenbruch and Monroe (1971) because the avail-
able samples were drill cuttings. This method employs a cylindrical 
cell constructed of copper disks and a plastic retainer containing 
rock cuttings which is flooded under moderate vacuum with water. This 
cell with contents is placed in the stack between reference disks of 
fused quartz. The stack is then allowed to acquire thermal steady 
state. The unknmm thermal conductivity of cell and included contents, 
the effective thermal conductivity, is computed from the ratios of the 
temperature drops across the thicknesses of the sample and references~ 
This is all that is required to determine the unknown thermal conduc-
tivity of a cylindrical rock specimen. The thermal conductivity of 
the fragmented dry rock material inside the cell can be calculated 
from the following equation (Sass and others, 1971h). 
(1) 
whore J\· is the thermal conductivity of t.he dry rock. 
D is the outside diameter of the cell. 
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d is the inside diameter of the cell. 
Kw is tl1.e conductivity of water. 
K,, is the conductivity of the plastic guard ring. The effect of 
' 
the material in this cell wall is less than 5 percent. 
9 is the volume fraction of water in the cell. 
Kc is the effective thermal conductivity of the cell and its 
included contents, 
Sediments and sedimentary rocks are not dry in situ so the value 
of Kr calculated from equation 1 is adjusted to give an in situ thermal 
conductivity based on the following equation (Sass and others, 1971b). 
(2) 
has all the same parameters as those previously defined with two excep-
tions. 
Kpr is the thermal conductivity of porous rocks with space filled 
with water~ 
~o is an independent in situ porosity value. According to Sass 
3nd others (1971b), the general accuracy of this technique is 
:t 10 percent. 
Laboratory measurements of porosity on core from the wells studied were 
not available, so the approach taken was to use geophysical well logs. 
Sonic or Density, the so-called absolute or total porosity logs were 
used where available. These measures of porosity are based on the 
assumption that only rock and water are present. In both of the fol-
lowing equations, 100 (q,0 ) is the percentage of water in situ. For 
the density log data the following equation is used: 
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where Dina is the matrix density. 
r1, is the measured density on the log. 
Dliq is the density of the liquid. 
For sonic log data the following equation is used: 
Where ,Yr is the measured transit time from the log. 
8Tma is the transit time in the rock matrix. 
6Tfl is the transit time in the pore fluid. 
(See Schlumberger, 1972). 
(3) 
(4) 
The thermal conductivity apparatus was a.perated between 20 and 
30 •c and no corrections for in situ temperature were made for samples 
from region of a well with temperatures less than 30 °C. Using the 
coefficients of Bitch and Clark (1940), corrections to the thermal con-
ductivities were made when the in situ temperature exceeded 30 °c. 
DATA REDUCTION AND CALCULATION OF HEAT FLOW 
::eat llow l.s the product of measured and properly corrected 
thermal conductivity and thermal.gradients computed from measured 
temperatures. Temperature-depth plots were examined for linear 
regions. Before thermal conductivity was measured, .samples were 
examined to determine lithology and were selected at regular inter-
vats from within the region of linear temperature variation. For 
wells less than 450 m deep, the lithology of the sediments within 
the linear region was primarily clay. In the two oil wells examined, 
therIIld:l conductivity measurements were made on shales~ 
The product of the thermal conductivity and therm.al gradient 
is the uncurrected heat flow, based on the assumption that all of the 
heat transfer is by one-dimensional steady state conduction. If this 
assumption were valid in all cases, the heat flow values could be con-
sidered representative of the regional heat flow (Sass and others, 1971c). 
Two methods of computing the heat flow used here were: the 
incerval :nethod (Gough, 1963), and the resistance sum method. Both 
methods were reviewed by Hyndman and Sass (1966). 
The interval method permits calculation of the heat flow at 
regular intervals from discrete measured temperatures., The following 
equation yields Q2 , the heat flow parallel to the well. 
N 
Qz 1 I llTiKi 




K1 is the interval thermal conductivity. 
1\1\/Zi is the interval thermal gradient (rise in temperature 
divided by the depth increase). 
N is the number of heat flow determinations. 
The second method used (Appendix A and Table 2 refers to this 
method as method 112 flux) depends only on two measured temperatures, 
one at the bottom and one near the top of the hole. The temperatures 
were chosen so that the upper temperature was below the depth affected 
by the annual surface wave and so as to avoid known near surface aquifers 
or other surface disturbances, For the shallow wells, the lower tempera-
ture used in the calculation was chosen above the measured bottom-hole 
temperature because the well terminated in an aquifer~ To calculate 
the heat flow, Q2 , the following equation is used. 
N 
r, 8Ti 
Qz = i=l (6) 
N 
1 E RillZi 
N i=l 
where ;l_i = 1/Ki and ,\Zi is the thickness of the section of thermal con-
ductivit)' Ki· The thermal resistance over the length of the borehole is 
then i R1 llZi (Hyndman and Sass, 1966). 
Because of the difficulty in obtaining thermal conductivities 
representative of the entire stratigraphic section between the upper 
and lower temperatures, this method is less reliable than the interval 
method. When !or a given heat flow study site it was found that the 
results of method l agreed with the results of method 2 to within 10 
percent, it was interpreted as an indication of the reliability of 
the heat flow determined at that site. 
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Several factors could contribute to inconsistency in heat flow 
determinations. In the detailed analysis of heat flow on a single bore-
hole, Beck and Judge (1969) showed that heat flow values based on 30 to 
100 m sections of the borehole may differ from the mean value of heat 
flow by !: 20 percent. Several possible explanations were advanced. 
Among these were: underground waterflow, climatic changes, chemical 
reactions of geologic processes. differences in heat generation between 
geologic units, and the presence of geologic structures which would dis-
tort the heat flow lines. In the Williston Basin, the presence of geo-
logic structure which would cause significant distortion of the heat flow 
is less important than the other possibilities, Corrections for climatic 
changes have uncertainties as large as the correction itself (see Sass, 
Lachenbruch, and Jessop, 1971) a1,d were not undertaken here for this 
reason. Location of underground waterflow can be identified using the 
available geophysical well logs and sample descriptions. Sands, and in 
southwestern North Dakota, lignites are known to be aquifers. Anomalous 
negative gradients may also be caused by zones of larger hole size where 
perhaps there was poor thermal contact of pipe and sediment leading to 
convective instability in that part of the ,,ell (see Diment, 196 7 and 
Gretener,::.967). The procedure followed here with respect to the inter-
val method calculation was ta avoid temperature data which was badly 
distorted and to allow for such factors in the uncertainty surrounding 
any one beat flow value. These were judgmental decisions based upon 
lithalogic knowledge from the samples, the sample descriptions made 
wh,m the well i:as drilled and from the available geophysical well logs. 
Little work ha" been done on the problem of chemical reactions from the 
}. 
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standpoii;t of temperature effects but in North Dakota oxidized zones 
should occur at depths less than 50 m. Little work has been done on 
the problem of heat generation within the sediments. One might expect 
that sands would differ from shales because of the well known adsorp-
tion pruperties of clays for large cations like potassium, for example. 
These problems are mentioned to indicate the uncertainty inherent in 
determining a heat flow value and the difficulty in determining the 
reliability of any one heat flow value. 
The procedure followed here was to determine linear regions 
from a detailed plot of the temperatures. The interval method employed 
intervals of heat flow from within the linear region of temperature 
with a single interval outside this region as an additional check on the 
yalidltv of the value! obtained. For the deeper wells examined in this 
study, Bevcral 'linear regions were examined and interval calculations 
were based on thermal conductivity stratification which corresponded 
to major lithologic changes observed from well logs. In the water wells, 
a linear region was examined in detail and interval calculations done 
within th~ region of linear increase of temperature. Details of the 
interval calculation are presented for each temperature log in Appen-
dix A. The calculation of the standard error is used as a formal esti-
mate of the reliability of the heat flow value. This may not account 
for all sources of error bµt the heat flow values are probably accurate 
to within reasonable limits relative to the standard error. 
Three broad categories have been used to account for the large 
range in the quality of the data. The criteria for the categories 
described are objective and where borderline cases occurred the heat 
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(low value was. lowered to a more uncertain category. 
Category 1. Temperature profiles for this category are smooth 
and show no disturbances below near surface effects. These are deter-
minations of the highest quality which have standard errors of less 
than 0.1. 
Category 2. Standard errors for this category range from 0.1 
to 0. 2. Arbitrarily included here are heat flow values which showed 
category 1 standard errors but for which in situ porosity data was 
unavailable. lieat flow values with category 1 standard errors but 
with limited thermal conductivity data have also been included here. 
Also, judgmental assignments of data from wells less than 150 m deep 
have been included. 
Category 3. These values of heat flow can be regarded as only 
rough estimates and have standard errors greater than 0.2. Heat flow 
values for most of the wells less than 150 m deep fall into this cate-
gory. 
Internal consistency in the heat flow value is an indication 
of the reliability of the heat flow value. The assumption here is 
that climatic changes, chemical reactions. heat generation within the 
sediments, and underground water flows are limited in their vertical 
influence and magnitude and do not significantly alter the value of 
the conductive heat flow. The internal consistency as calculated by 
thtc standard error is taken to be a fundamental measure of reliability 
of the v;ilue obtained for the conductive heat flow. This internal con-
sistency requires that thermal gradient and thermal conductivity change 
Vertically in the borehole so that a uniform heat flow is observed. In 
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ideal ci.rcu:nstances, this value of the heat flat,1 would be a constant, 
so that when the value of the thermal gradient falls the value for the 
corresponding thennal conductivity would increase. 
The <lata from well NDGS 2894 shows such internal consistency 
and is presented in Figure 2. In the upper set of plots, the thermal 
gradients and thermal conductivities seem to indicate such internal 
consistency but the standard error for the average flux calculated by 
the interval method is large (±0.18). Heat flux is heat flow per unit 
area and is in reality what has been referred to as heat flow in this 
report. After making corrections to the thermal condnctivities for 
in situ porosity in the lower set of plots in Figure 2 the gradients 
and conductivities show internal consistency hut the effect is much 
stronger. Note that the lower plot with corrected thermal conductiv-
ities gives a -:ower value of heat flow (1. 51 HFU) and also a smaller 
standard error (,0.07). 
The use. of in situ porosity corrections appears justified from 
an examination of the scatter of the heat flow values and therrr41 con-
ductivity. Figure 2 shows this data in a corrected and uncorrected case 
for well NDGS 2894. Similar reduction in scatter is observed for every 
well for which this information was available and as in NDGS 2894 the 
standard error is dramatically improved. 
Fig. 2. Details of Heat Flow Calculation for Well NDGS 2894. 
Temperature, thermal gradient, thermal conductivity and heat flow are 
all plotted as a function of depth. The upper and lower plots of 
temperature against depth and thermal gradient against depth are iden-
~ical. Thermal conductivities in the top set of graphs are uncorrected 
for porosity. The lower set of graphs contains thermal conductivity 
corrected using in situ porosity data obtained from a sonic log run 
when the well was drilled. 
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THE HEAT FLOW VALUES 
The beat flow values are presented in Table 2, Wells with more 
than one temperature log are given one line for each temperature log in 
the table. Heat flow values which have been calculated from temperature 
measurements from other sources such as the five industry logs and the 
two wells of Combs and Simmons (1973) are recomputed here and only the 
recomputed value is listed in Table 2. 
The well numbers of column 1 in Table 2 are those numbers given 
wells by the North Dakota Geological Survey (t>.'DGS designated A in Table 
2) and the North Dakota State Water Commission (NDSWC designated Bin 
Table 2), Wells with the A designation are oil wells or were drilled 
for that purpose. Wells with the B designation are part of the Obser-
vation Water Well Network. All wells with B designation terminate in 
an aquifer. 
The number in the next column labelled reference is keyed to the 
bottom of Table 2. These references are the NDSWC county basic data 
reports which contain sample descriptions, geophysical well logs and 
hydrologic data. Where no number is present, the basic data report 
has not at the time of this writing been published but the logs were 
available through the NDGS. Geophysical well logs for the oil wells 
are part of the NDGS well log files, 
In Table 2, the location columns consist of latitude and longi-
tu<le each listed in degrees to the nearest minute, Using this informa-
tion, the wells wer~ ordered from south to north. The next column 
24 
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lists the date t.he temperatures were measured in month, day and year 
order. The collar elevation is next followed by the depth to which 
temperature measurements were made. The average thermal gradient in 
~C/km which was used in the interval method calculations is followed 
by the average thermal conductivity in millical/cm sec •c. The next 
column is the depth range from which intervals were selected. Ir. 
wells deeper than 150 m, most of the intervals selected were in the 
lower part of the depth range. 
The next five columns are heat flow values. The first column 
is the heat flow value resulting from the interval method calculation. 
The next column is the results of the resistance sum method of calcu-
lating heat flow referred ta here and in Appendix A as method /i~2. The 
next three columns show the category of the value of heat flow from the 
site rounded to the appropriate number of significant places after the 
decimal point. The next column is the statistical standard error of 
the heat flow. The standard error is equal to o/ 'VN (Weinberg and 
Schumaker, 1962). The statistical standard devi~tion is o and N is 
the number of intervals used from the number of heat flow intervals 
calculated. 
Some lines in Table 2 show additional symbols beyond the stan-
dard error column which indicate additional pertinent information. The 
explanation for these symbols is at the bottom of the table. 
The next to the last column gives the formation which provided 
The th1..' lithologit: samples for thermal conductivity measurements· 
abbreviated formation names are written out at the bottom of the table. 
h the dominant lithology encountered in the intervals The last columu sows 
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Several of the wells which yield category l heat flow results 
(Figure 3) show near surface disturbances to the temperatures in the 
uppermost part of the well. Two important observations need to be 
made with regard to temperatures shallower than 40 m. First the uncer-
tainty in these temperatures is large (± 0.1°G). Second, none of the 
near surface temperatures were used in calculation of heat flow. In 
one case, NDSWC 3575, the presence of an abandoned one-room school-
house foundation adjacent to the well site may have caused the decrease 
in slope of the temperature depth curve. No formal corrections to the 
temperatures have been made because details of the history of the build-
ing are unknown. Such observations on heated buildings and basements 
are not new (see Roy and others, 1972; Lachenbruch, 1950). 
3.1 
Fig. 3. Temperature - Depth Plots of Category 1 Type. Six of 
temperature depth plots which yield category 1 type of heat flow are 
shown here. The well number and date of log in month, day and year are 
shown for each plot. 
Three of these logs, NDSWC 4462, 4810 and 4812, all yield a 
higher than normal conductive heat flow. }late that both the temperature 
and depth scales vary between diagrams. 
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;JISCUSSION OF THE HEAT FLOW VALUES 
Table 2 contains fifty-seven heat. flow determinations from 
thirty-six sites. Of these, fifty are new determinations from twenty-
nine sites; five are determinations based on oil industry thermal sur-
veys available from NDGS files for two locations. Two determinations 
are based on te~peratures reported by Combs (1970) for two locations. 
Each of the twenty-nine water wells employed in this study took 
from one day to two weeks to drill, The temperatures from this class 
of well were not measured sooner than one year after the drilling 
occurred (see Appendix A), Therefore, no corrections to the temper-
ature for drilling disturbance were necessary. The near surface temper-
atures were not used in the calculation of heat flow. Wells labelled 
Bare NDSWC wells of the observational water well network. Well loca-
tions are in Table 2 and, are also listed in Appendix A where a well 
location map (Figure 14) and the data on individual wells can be found. 
All references to temperature depth plots will be to Figures 3, 6 or 
to ,\ppendix A. 
The best value for the heat flow was selected for the map 
(Figure 4) from Table 2 on the basis of standard error. In a few 
instances where the standard error uas large the results of method 1 
an,l metliod 2 were averaged and that heat flow value was used for 
Figure 4. 
Three wells in south central North Dakota B 4501, B 8912 (see 
r'l:,m·e c) .,nd ll 81 1 7 give heat flow values of 1. 2, 1. 2 and 1. 5 HFU 
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Fig. 4, Heat Flow Values in North Qakota. Numbers within the 
outline map of North Dakota are heat flow values in RFU rounded to one 
significant figure beyond the decimal point. Category 1 values are 
indicated by open circles with crosses in them. Category 2 values are 
solid squares. Category 3 values are solid circles. Triangles to the 
right of heat flow values indicate lack of independent in situ porosity 
data. All sites east of 101° W latitude are shallower than 135 m except 
the 1. 7 HFU value in north central North Dakota which is 940 m. 
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respectively, The thermal conductivities for B 8117 are uncorrected 
for porosity; the heat flow value is probably too large by approxi-
mately 30 percent, a common correction value for clay-rich materials. 
Notice in Table 2 that the two wells for which in situ porosity is 
available are roughly equivalent in heat flow even though B 4501 is 
less certain than B 8912. Since the uncertainty in B 8912 was so 
large, the results of both methods of computing heat flow were aver-
aged and that value (1. 2 HFU) was used ate this site in south central 
North Dakota. 
B 4526 was listed twice in Table 2 because ter.1peratures were 
measured twice. The values of heat flaw for both logs are in agree-
ment within the uncertainty of± 0.2 HFU. The heat flow chosen for 
Figure 4 is the 1. 2 HFU value because of agreement between the two 
methods of calculating heat flow for the June 19, 1976 log. 
B 4462 was listed twice in Table 2 because two of three wells 
at this site underwent temperature measurement. The two wells used were 
within 60 m of each other. The shallower well is north of the deeper 
well (see Figure 3 for deep well temperatures). The same thermal con-
ductivities were used for bath wells over the depths where applicable. 
The temperatures from approximately 60 to 194 m depth in the shallow 
well, agree closely with temperatures measured in the deeper well. If 
interval heat flow values for the same depths are compared, the agree-
ment is within 5 percent. This suggests that the isothermal surfaces 
within t:,e earth are continuous and parallel to the surface. The dif-
ferences in temperature above 60 m depth would appear to be related to 
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differences in, well construction. The deeper well had a cemented sur-
face casing while the ~hallow well merely had the iron pipe loosely 
set in the open hole which was water-filled to the surface when 
logged. Temperatures were logged after overnight rainfall. 
A possible interpretation of the near surface temperature dif-
ferences may be that a near surface aquifer, marked by the presence of 
a third and even shallower well (see Croft, 1974) than the two previ-
ously discussed, was accepting the temporary excess of fluid in the 
borehole. This would explain the temperatllre differences above and 
the temperature similarity below 60 meters. In calculating the con-
ductive heat flow> the ter:iperatures above 60 m were not used. There 
is detailed thermal conductivity data and good in situ porosity data 
to justify the higher than normal heat flow 1. 68 ± 0.17 HFU and rounded 
off to 1. 7 HFU in Figure 4. 
Well B 3627 listed in Table 2 shows a near surface high tem-
perature aberration which occurs in sand and is thought to be an 
aquifer. The heat flow was calculated below the temperature aberration, 
This site is one of three identified on Figure 4 as lacking good in situ 
porosity data. The reported heat flow value is probably 30 percent too 
large a common correction value for clay-rich materials in situ. 
B 3164 and B 2180, two very shallow wells from southeastern 
North Dakota, ,•ere the deepest wells available at the time this study 
was conducted. Both wells yield a conductive heat flow of rJ.8 ± 0.3 
HF!!, These wells lie close to a gravity low (see Figures 4 and 10) 
which when extended into central Minnesota seems to be associated with 
low heat flow, 0.89 HFU (Roy and others, 1972). This low seems to be 
ctssociated with granitic gneissic zones (Muehlberger and others, 1967). 
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B 4810 (Figure 3 and Table 2) yields a higher than normal heat 
flow 1.54 HFU when corrected for in situ porosity. The second method's 
results, 1.6 HFU, agrees to within experimental limits, ± 0.15 HFU, 
with the first method's results. 
B 4509 is listed twice in Table 2 because it was logged twice; 
the June 19, 1976 log shows evidence of disturbance from linearity and 
this temperature data is suspect. The Har ch 31, 1976 log is considered 
the better value for the conductive heat flow, 2.0 HFU (Figure 4). 
Because no in situ porosity data was available the reported heat flow 
value at this site could be as muclt as 30 percent too high. 
lloth temperature logs for well B 4811 seem to indicate higher 
than normal heat flow but the October log shows an unexplained thermal 
transient which lowers the heat flow values calculated using the inter-
val method. The March 27, 1976 log (Figure 6) provided the heat flow 
for Figure 4. 
The value of heat flow for· B 4485 of 0. 9 !!FU was calculated from 
the March 31, 1976 temperature log (Figure 3) which shows a smooth tem-
perature profile below 50 meters. The second log, October 5, 1976, 
shows a thermal disturbance at about 270 meters which seems related 
to a sand present at this depth (see Randich, 1975). Without the obvi-
ous offset from linearity of the two temperature values near 270 meters 
it would be difficult to decide which heat flow value represents conduc-
tive transfer. The October log is less likely to be representative of 
the conductive heat flow than the smooth profile measured in March. 
Samples for measurement of thermal conductivity for this well were 
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not available. Thcr:nal conductivities used here were projected strati-
graphically from well B 3433, 46 km to the northwest. 
Well B 4511 presents a problem because the two values of heat 
flow obtained from two logs of the well differ by O. 3 RFU. No samples 
were available from this well so thermal conductivities from B 3433, 
40 km to the northwest were used. Because differences in the two tem-
perature depth profiles caused a significant difference in the heat flow 
value, the heat flow value from this site was assigned to category 3. 
B 3690 is the Ll, ± 0.2 HFU value on the map just west of 
103' W longitude (Figure 4) and is an average of both methods of com-
puting the heat flow. Because there were no samples for this site, 
thermal conductivities used were from well B 4811, 26 km to the south-
west~ The thermal conducttvities used were already corrected for in 
situ porosity and were stratigraphically projected to B 3690. 
Well B 3433 yields a heat flow value of 0.9 = 0.1 HFG and is, 
within experimental limits 1 in good agreement with the second temperature 
log. There is a thermal disturbance at about 350 meters depth which 
was avoided when calculating the conductive heat flow. This unusually 
high temperature value appears to be associated with a sand (see Croft, 
1970) and an aquifer, but aside from this association the phenomenon is 
unexplained. 
B 4662 (Figure 3) is a shallow well in which the heat flow was 
found to be 1. 1 1 0 .1 HFU. 
The heat flo,, value for well B 3558 is 1.1 :': 0 .1 !!FU when both 
methods of computing the heat flow are averaged. In situ porosity data 
wa!:) applied to the thermal conductivities and the heat flow values 
obtained agree to within experimental precision~ 
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A 2894 .is an oil well for which th·ermal conductivity measure-
ments were made in at least one interval in most of the major strati-
graphic units present (see Carlson and Andersor., 1966 for stratigraphy 
used). The temperature data along with the heat flow computation was 
presented in Figure 2 to show the effect of a correction based on in 
situ porosity data on the value obtained for heat f101<. Thermal con-
ductivities range from near 2.0 to 6.0 millical/cm sec°C with most 
values in the 2.0 to 4.0 millical/cm sec'C range. This evidence sug-
gests that the sediments act as a thermal blanket assuming thermal con-
ductivities in the igneous and metamorphic rock basement below the 
Williston Basin are typically in the 6.0 to 8.0 millical/cm sec°C 
range. 
Three lines in the table were devoted to A 2894. The first line 
is heat flow 1<ith thermal conductivity uncorrected for in situ porosity, 
the second is heat flow corrected for in situ porosity and the third is 
a heat flow value determined from the upper part of the well using tem-
peratures measured with the shallow well logging apparatus. The first 
and second lines include temperatures measured with the deep well appa-
ratus, The best value of heat flow for this well is 1. 51 c O .15 HFU. 
No drilling disturbance correction was necessary since more than eleven 
years had elapsed since well completion, 
B 4812 (Figure 3) is a shallow water well approximately 24 km 
went of the previously discussed well A 2894. The heat flow value from 
B 4812 is 1.6 ~ 0.34 HFU. The two heat flow values for wells A 2894 and 
il 4812 agree to within experimental uncertainties. This supports the 
hypothesis implicit in this study, that heat flow determinations based 
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on data from water wells are a reasonable measure of the conductive 
heat flow for their respective sites. 
Water well B 4599 gives a heat flow value of 1.08 ± 0.11 HFU. 
ll 4814 and B 4815 are wells located within 30 meters of each 
other. Both wells were logged in March 1976 and again in April 1976. 
The Harch temperature logs for both wells are relatively smooth and 
suggest a 1.71 ± 0.2 HFU value. The April 23, 1976 temperature logs 
show evidence of thermal disruption of unknown cause. 
Well B 3991 is a well located in eastern North :Jakota which had 
been logged on three separate occasions. There was no in situ porosity 
data for the well. The heat flow values for the February 22 and March 
14, 1975 temperature logs sho,~ fairly consistent results, but the 
July 27, 1975 temperature log shows evidence of a hydrologic disturb-
ance between 96 and 112 meters depth. The conductive heat flow value 
obtained from the July log is clearly inconsistent with the values 
obtained from the other logs. The heat flow values of 1.3 and 1.5 
HFU could possibly be 30 percent too high because thermal conductiv-
ities were measured in clay-rich materials and in situ porosity data 
was unavailable. 
B 3575 was logged in April and again in May 1976, The best heat 
flow value for well B 3575 (Figure 3 and Table 2) is 0.94 ± 0.1 HFU cal-
culated from the Hay data. The April 22, 1975 temperature log shows 
evidence of thermal disruption of unknown origin. 
B 4597 is a shallow water well which gives a heat flow value of 
1.3 ± 0.2 RFU. Good agreement is observed between the results of both 
methods of calculating the heat flow. This reported value is an aver-
age heat flow from both methods. 
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Tl1e value of the heat flow from oil well A 5086 (Table 2 and 
Figure 5) has been determined from study of the differences between 
open hole tern?erature logging versus maintaining the wellhead pres-
sures by logging through a lubricator. The lubricator maintains the 
fluid column in the well statically while the logging cable is fed 
through a gre.ase-pac.ked rubber jacket enclosed in a grease-filled tubu-
lar housing. During open hole logging, the flow rate of liquid from 
this well was relatively small, 10 ml per sec, (escape of gas was not 
measured). Although the flow rate was small, the heat flow is affected 
by 0.05 HFU. Since the heat flow value measured using the lubricator is 
l.62HFUversus 1.55 HFU from the flowing case, the increase in heat flow 
is due to a 2 to 4 "C/lcr:t increase in the static well thermal gradients. 
This difference is smaller than the statistical uncertainty in the heat 
flow value (': 0.09) and certainly smaller than the known 10 percent 
uncertainty (± 0.16 lffU) from the technique used for measuring thermal 
conductivity (Sass and others, 1971), Thermal conductivities were cor-
rected for in situ porosity using a resistivity log and a sonic log. 
The sonic log was available below the depth to which temperature mea-
surements could be made. Since the sonic log and part of the resistiv-
ity log covered the same depth interval, the sonic log was used to scale 
the resistivity log for total porosity in that interval. That scale was 
applied to the resistivity log to give a value for in situ porosity where 
needed and this procedure allowed use of the resistivity log to correct 
the thermal conductivities. 
nell,A 5086 had over three years between well completion and 
teluperature measurements. Although two months of production occurred 
4., 
Fig. 5. Temperature - Depth Plots for Well 5086. Temperature 
plotted against depth for well 5086 (Barnwell Oil 1-16) in western North 
Dakota. The numbers following the NDGS well number (5036) are month, 
day and year of the temperature log. The upper plot (7/24/1976) is from 
temperature measurements made while fluids were maintained static in the 
well by the use of a grease-injection lubricator, Because a heavy sinker 
bar utilized to pull the wireline through the lubricator became jammed in 
the casing at the last temperature shown, no further temperature measure-
ments were made below this depth with the lubricator apparatus. The 
lower plot (7/14/1975) shows temperatures measured while well was flowing. 
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soon after well completion, the well had been undisturbed for two years 
before any temperature measurements were made. 
Data for the first two lines of well A 5086 in Table 2 were 
collected with the deep well apparatus. The third line for A 5086 is 
an estimate of the heat flow from a shallow well apparatus temperature 
log for which few samples were available for thermal conductivity mea-
surements. 
Well B 2615 (Figure 6) in eastern North Dakota is a very shallow 
water well. The interval method calculations were affected by what 
appears to be a hydrologic effect which caused distortion in the cal-
culated heat flow value. The second calculation of the data for B 2615 
gives a more representative value of the heat flow because the two tem-
peratures which appear to be anomalous have been ignored for the calcu-
lation. Since the second method gives the most consistent results, 
0.55 ± 0.2 HFV this value has been rounded off to 0.6 HFU and used on 
the map (Figure 4). The B 2615 value is a category 3 value. 
B 2430 (Figure 6) is also in eastern North Dakota 24 km from 
B 2615. The value of heat flow here is 0.6 ± 0.2 HFU and the uncer-
tainty is large even though the statistics seem to indicate otherwise. 
The statistics were ignored in this case because the well was very 
shallow. 
Included in Table 2 are heat flow results from five industry 
surveys on oil wells A 35, A 424, A 1099 and A 1139. Temperatures for 
these logs were measured within six days of the drilling termination 
date. Since a !.l of these holes were drilled for oil exploration or 
<levelopr::ent to considerable depths, all of the holes took at least one 
' 
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month to drill·. ,he problem of drilling disturbance has been studied 
by Lachenbruch and Brewer (1959) and Jaeger (1961). It is clear these 
temperatures require a drilling disturbance co~rection. However, 
details of the drilling required to do this are unavailable. There-
fore, large uncertainties have been placed on these five values of 
heat flow in lieu of the drilling disturbance correction. 
A 591 and A 1099 give estimates of 1.0 and 1.1 HFU respectively 
in the Niobrara and Greenhorn Formations with an estimated shale con-
ductivity of 4.0 meal/cm sec •c. A 35 and A 424 provide estimates of 
l. 3 and l. 4 HFU respect! vely in the Sundance and Piper Formations again 
assuming 4.0 for the thermal conductivity. These four wells are all on 
the Nesson anticline within 8 km of each other and all four heat flow 
results averaged together give a value of 1. 2 HFU. This value of heat 
flow may be low since it has not been corrected for the disturbance due 
to drilling but a correction for the porosity of these rocks in situ 
would also have to be made. To some extent, these corrections would 
compensate for each other. However, the uncertainty in these heat flow 
values is large. 
Another important source of uncertainty is the estimated thermal 
conductivity of 4.0 meal/cm sec •c. This value of thermal conductivity 
allows a reasonable estimate of heat flow to be made in wells A 591 and 
A 1099 (1. 0 and 1.1 !!FU) because the available temperature data occurred 
within the stratigraphic section composed of shale. The use of this 
value of thermal conductivity may not be as reasonable for wells A 424 
and A 35 (1. 3 and 1.4 HFU) because the available temperature data 
occurreci within a part of the stratigraphic section composed of 
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sandstone, limestone, some shale and minor amounts of salt and anhy-
drite (Carlson and Anderson, 1966). 
Very shall wat.er well B 3830 was logged in the winter and again 
in summer. Although both values of heat flow are uncertain, the 0.8 
HFU value was the one used on the map simply because the temperature 
depth plot was somewhat more smooth than the winter log. Three mea-
sured thermal conductivities gave values of 4.0 millical/cm sec°C. 
These values are uncorrected for porosity. 
B 3825 gives a heat flow of 1.4 HFU and can only be considered 
an estimate because no samples were available for. thermal conductivity. 
Thermal conductivities used here were those of B 3830. 
B 3842 is north of B 3830 and the thermal conductivity from 
B 3830 was also stratigraphically projected to the appropriate depths 
in B 3842 to give a heat flow value of 0.9 HFU. This value is an aver-
age of both method.land 2 results. 
The temperature profiles for oil wells A 3479 and A 3342 were 
measured by Combs (1970) and published by Combs and Simmons (1973). 
In that paper, the thermal conductivity was estimated at 4.0 meal/ 
cm2sec°C. In this report, the heat flow values were recomputed using 
the temperatures from Combs' (1970) dissertation and measured thermal 
conductivities on samples from wells less than 1 km away from the 
respective sites. 
The site in western North Dakota, A 3479 shows a difference in 
heat flow from top to bottom of the liquid filled portion of the well. 
Two explanations are possible. First, the thermal conductivity measure-
ments are inadequate for the lower part of the well. Second, the 
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temperature me.asurements are biased because of the five year production 
of oil from this well immediately preceding measurement of temperature. 
Because of these uncertainties, the value (1.6 ± 0.2 RFU) (see Table 2) 
was not used on the map Figure 4. 
The other recomputed value of heat flow from Comb's (1970) tem-
perature data, well A 3342 yields a heat flow value of 1.7 ± 0.2 HFU, 
A nearby site available from NOGS well log files, well A 1139 gives 
an estimated heat flow of 1.0 ± 0.5 HFU. This data is used for com-
parative purposes and it seems to indicate a large contrast in heat 
flow in a distance of 18 km. These sites in north central North Dakota 
will be discussed in the section on heat production. 
The map of heat flow values (Figure 4) shows that even though 
high quality measurements are few, the lower quality data when used with 
the higher quality data leads to a consistent pattern of heat flow. 
This is particularly true in southwestern North Dakota where the data 
is sufficiently distributed to give a coherent picture. All of the 
heat flow values west of 103° west longitude are higher than normal 
(>1.5 HFU) heat flow with one exception. East of 103° W only 
five values of heat flow are greater than 1.S HFU. Four of these occur 
at sites for which no in situ porosity data was available to correct 
thermal conductivity values. The heat flow values are possibly too 
large by as much as 30 percent, a common correction value for clay 
or shale porosity. The only exception is the value recomputed here 
from the Combs (1970) temperature data which will be discussed further 
below. 
Introduction 
HEAT PRODUCTION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO HEAT 
FLOW IN NORTH DAKOTA 
The heat flow (q) from plutonic rocks along with the heat pro-
duction (A0 ) has been used to develop the concept of the heat flow pro-
vince (Roy, Blackwell and Birch, 1968), The heat flow from each province 
generally depends to a first approximation on the radiogenic heat produc-
tion of surface rocks according to the following linear relation (Birch, 
Roy and Decker, 1968; Roy and others, 1968; Lachenbruch, 1968). 
q = q* + DA0 (7) 
where q is the measured surface heat flow and A
0 
is the measured 
heat production in HGU. A heat generation unit or HGU is equal 
to 10-lJ cal/cm3sec. Intercept value q* and slope D have the 
respective dimensions of heat flow and depth and are considered 
uniform throughout each province. 
This linear relation is the basic assumption upon which these analyses 
are based (Lachenbruch, 1970). For the Basin and Range province the 
value of q* and Dare 1.4 HFU and 10 km respectively and for the East-
ern United States province the values are 0.8 HFU and 7.5 km. The 
second term of the linear relation is equivalent to the steady heat 
flow that would be produced by a uniform 10 km block of crust (Roy 
and others, 1968), 
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The second term of the linear relationship is determined by 
multiplying by 10 km the heat production determined by a laboratory 
measurement on crustal samples. The expected heat flow is determined 
by adding the appropriate q*, 1.4 for Basin and Range type of heat flow 
and 0.8 for Eastern United States heat flow. Lachenbruch (1968, 1970) 
has shown that the linear relationship is unaffected by differential 
erosion in any province if and only if the heat production instead of 
being uniform to depth D varies with depth Z according to Ao e-Z/D. 
In this interpretation, q* is most naturally identified as the contribu-
tion from the mantle. The second term of the linear relation can then 
be considered the crustal contribution to the heat flow. Knowledge of 
province parameters (q*, D) and an assumption of thez:mal conductivity 
allow calculation of temperatures to depths of tens of kilometers. 
The variation in surface heat flow one would expect to observe 
in sediments above an igneous and metamorphic rock basement should 
reflect changes in basement rock heat production (Roy and others, 1968). 
Also, regional patterns could be established with relatively few measure-
me.nts of heat flow and heat production {Roy and others, 1972). 
North Dakota Basement Rock 
Heat Production Samples 
Gamma ray spectroscopy was used to analyze basement rock samples 
from six sites. Four of the sites provided core and two of the sites 
drill cuttings. While many more basement samples were available, espe-
cially in eastern North Dakota, these six were selected because they 
were of good quality and a large quantity of material was available. 
The basement rock heat production analyses reported in Table 2 were 
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done by Carl Bunker at the United States Geological Survey in Denver, 
Colorado. 
Gamma ray spectroscopy determines the quantities of uranium, 
thorium and radioactive potassium (Ktio) in the rock. The gamma ray 
emission process produces heat so that the quantity of heat produced is 
related to the amounts of naturally occurring radioactive elements in 
basement rocks. The data shown in Table 3 gives the NDGS well number; 
indicated by A followed by the well number. 
The location columns consist of latitude and longitude each 
listed in degrees to the nearest minute. Table 3 lists the rock type 
encountered at the basement surface. Table 3 also shows the measured 
density of core and crushed rock. The table lists !!MU (10-6 cal/gram 
year) value from the analysis of the natural radioelement concentration. 
The heat generation (HGU) value is listed with its low and high computed 
from the two density values. The remaining part of Table 3 shows the 
heat flow values and their respective distances from that heat produc-
tion site. The uncertainty in the !!MU value is less than 5 percent. 
The uncertainty of the heat generation value is larger than 5 percent 
and is directly related to the uncertainty in the measured density. 
Heat Flow and Heat Production Sites 
One of the major difficulties with the great number of basement 
sampled sites in eastern North Dakota was the problem of obtaining wells 
deep enough for acceptable temperature measurements, Fewer basement 
samples were available for western North Dakota and while there were 
greater numbers of oil and water wells which were deep enough, the prob-
lem became one of finding wells accessible for temperature measurements 
TABLE 3 
BEAT PRODUCTION AND HEAT FLOW DATA FOR NORTH DAKOTA SITES 
!!GU 
!!MU ++ Value Heat FlQw 
Location Sample Measured Density Value 10-13 cal/ Distance km 10-6 cal/ 
I/ell Latitude Longitude depth (g/cc +I-, ll 10-6 cal/ cm sec to Heat Flow cm2 aec. 
!lo. Deg. Min. Deg. Min .. Rock Type cot'e crushed gm yr low high near far low hlgh 
A 1231 4g• 17 102° 59 4148. Orthopyroxene 2,5 2.a 5.38 4.26 4.78 3.2 9.6 1.1• 1. 3* 
Granulite 
A 2219 48" 48 100• 58 2220. Andesine- 2.7 2.9 1.36 1.16 1.25 6.4 l7 .6 l.** 1.7 
Hornblende-
Schist 
A 16 46' 17 100· 43 1634. Biotite-- 2.8 2.5 3.16 2.51 2.81 19,2 27.2 1.2+ l. 2+ 
Hornblende-
Gneiss 
"' A 29 46° 56 97' 37 549. G't'anite - 2.2 1.49 1.04 - 5.6 19.2 0.6+ 0.6+ "' 
to 
624. 
Pembina 48° 42 97• 37 398. Iron 3.11 2.95 l. 27 1.19 l. 25 6.4 11.2 0.8 0.9 
Formation 
A 3268 46' 52 103° 25 4130, Biotite - 2.44 S.6 4.33 - 32.0 36,8 l,S 1.9 
to Granodiorite 
4191. 
A 3268 46' 52 103' 25 4130. Biotite - 2.44 S.6 4.33 25.0 l,l 
to Cranodiorite 
4191. 
•Average heat flow of two wells from the NDGS well log files. 
*kihe 1.0 RFU value is p~eferred here becaus• it ia considerably closer to the heat production site even though 
the 1.7 value is apparently less uncertain. 
+Values of heat fl°" determined in shallow vell, 
+.Data listed by element in Appendix B. 
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near to sites where basement samples were available. 
The six sites met the criteria of being well distributed about 
the state, adequate basement material was available and heat flow infor-
mation could be obtained from nearby wells. The disadvantages were that 
the wells available for heat flow measurements were not the same site as 
that which provided the heat production data and that at three of these 
sites the basement rocks were metamorphic rocks. It is not known how 
representative the heat production data is for the crust beneath the 
metamorphic rock sites. 
Discussion of Individual Heat Flow-
Heat Production Sites 
Figure 6 shows six selected temperature depth plots for three of 
the heat production sites. The first two, NDSWC 2430 and 2615, are in 
the Grsnd Forks area (Gfk on map, Figure 7). Both plots indicate rela-
tively low temperature gradients for the overall temperature depth 
curves. The temperature difference between the two wells is attributed 
to the location of B 2430 on the southern bank of the English Coulee, a 
tributary of the Red River, which forms the eastern boundary of the 
state of North Dakota. Such anomalous surface conditions have been 
ana~yzed by Lachenbruch {1950). Aside from what appears to be a sur-
face hydrologic effect in B 2615, both show similar overall temperature 
gradients but the resulting heat flow (0.6 RFU) could be too low for 
both wells because of the relatively recent (last 10, -14,000 years, 
Moran and others, 1973) deposition of the glacial Lake Agassiz sedi-
ments. Calculations using the analysis of Birch and others (1968) for 
sedimentation indicate that thermal gradient corrections would raise 
Fig. 6. Temperature-Depth Plots from wells near three of the 
heat production sites. Si,c temperature depth P.lots representing three 
heat flow - heat production sites. NDSWC 2430 and NDSWC 2615 are in 
eastern North Dakota hear Grand Forks (Gfk) NDSWC 4501 and NDSWC 8912 
are in south-central North Dakota in Emmons County (E). NDSWC 3690 is 
in western North Dakota (Bsk). NDSWC 4811 is also in western North 
Dakota (Bsl). See text for explanation. 
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Fig. 7. Heat Flow and Heat Production Sites in North Dakota. 
Heat flow values in !!FU are shown with heat production values (under-
lined) in HGU. Crosses are heat flow well sites; solid circles are 
heat production sites, The data labelled PEM is from the Pembina 
county area of northeastern North Dakota. Gfk is data from the Grand 
Forks area. Eis from south-central North Dakota's Emmons county area, 
Btl and Bt2 are from north-central North Dakota's Bottineau county 
area, Bsk, Bsl, Bgv are southwestern North Dakota combinations of the 
Billings county heat production value with Stark,Slope and Golden Val-
ley counties heat flow values respectively. 
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the value of the heat flow 0,1 HFU for these sites, Another possible 
explanation may be related to the Winnipeg group sedimentary rocks 
which subcrop the region beneath these two sites (see map by Carlson, 
1969), A correction to the heat flow value was not made here because 
of the uncertainties due to the very shallow depth of the wells and 
the possible hydrologic effects. Deeper temperature data from this 
ares should reduce the uncertainty in these heat flow values. 
Well B 4S01 and B 8912 (Figure 6) are in the Emmons county 
region of south-central North Dakota (E) (see map Figure 7). These 
temperature-depth plots show somewhat greater slope and therefore 
greater gradients than the data from the Grand Forks area wells. 
Even though these wells are very shallow, they still appear to give 
reasonable subsurface temperatures. The values of heat flow here 
are in the normal to low range of 1.2 HFU. 
B 3690 and B 4811, Bsk and Bsl respectively (Figure 6 and map 
Figure 7) are two sites near the heat production value in southwestern 
North Dakota. B 4811 yields the highest heat flow of any well exam-
ined in this study. 
The map of heat flow sites and values with their nearby asso-
ciated heat production sites and values from the basement rocks is 
shown in Figure 7. In the eastern part of North Dakota the heat 
flow appears to be low to normal. If one assumes the validity of 
the linear heat flow heat production relationship (Lachenbruch, 1970; 
Lachenbruch, 1968; Roy and others, 1968a; Birch and others, 1968), then 
the eastern North Dakota sites, Pembina (PEM) and Grand Forks (GFK) 
are interpreted as eastern United States or normal heat flow (Roy 
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and others, 197 2). Eastern North Dakota lies on the edge of a stable 
Precambrian shield, so the low heat flow values in the Grand Forks area 
cannot be interpreted as a Sierra Nevada-like value and the explanation 
for the low value must lie in either rapid sedimentation or water flow 
beneath the sites into the nearby Red River. Even though the basement 
materials used for the Pembina (PEM) data point in northeastern North 
Dakota (Figure 8) are from iron formation (Richardson and Karner, 1975), 
a metamorphic rock, the point plots on the eastern United States line. 
The site labelled Eon the map (Figure 7) in south-central North 
Dakota has two similar heat flow values associated with it and the heat 
production site is a considerable distance away, In spite of this dis-
advantage, if the uncertainty for this value is as small as indicated 
here this point can also be interpreted as an eastern United States type 
of heat flow (see Figure 8). 
The site in north-central North Dakota has been treated somewhat 
differently than the other sites discussed. For the previously discussed 
sites the heat flow values were averaged because they were within the 
experimental uncertainties of each other for their respective sites. 
For the sites labelled Btl and Bt2 in north-central North Dakota, there 
is such a large difference in heat flow that the points were plotted 
separately. The Btl value is an estimated heat flow from temperatures 
available from the NDGS well log files and while there are large uncer-
tainties in the data for the point plotted in Figure 8, Btl would seem to 
be associated with eastern United States type of heat flow, This is the 
preferred interpretation for this site. The other value of heat flow, 
Bt2 recomputed from temperatures measured by Combs (1970), when used 
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Fig. 8, Heat Flow Versus Heat Production. Plot of heat flow 
versus heat production for three plutonic sites (Gfk, N, Bsk, Bsl, Bgv) 
and three metamorphic sites (PEM, E Btl and Bt2) within North Dakota. 
The straight lines represent previously determined relationships (Roy 
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with the available he~t production value could be interpreted as Basin 
and Range type of hea~ flow. The distance from the heat production 
I 
site was the deciding\factor. Obviously, a more detailed study of 
heat flow and heat pr1duction from this area would be helpful in 
resolving such problell!S. Indeed, the question of how large or small 
an area one needs to ~xamine from the standpoint of heat flow and heat 
I production to determine linearity is still largely unresolved espe-
\ 
cially in the study of\ the Basin and Range type heat flow-heat pro-
' duction province (Roy fnd others, 1972). 
I 
The area labelted Non the map (Figure 7) shows several sites 
from the Nesson anticl1ne. 
based on temperatures Jrom 
I 
thermal conductivity. fhe 
The heat flow values at N are estimates 
the NDGS well log files and estimated 
four heat flow values have been averaged 
here but since the two ~ower heat flow values are from shales they may 
i 
be more representative bf the heat flow because the temperatures were 
measured in shale. The\higher two heat flow values do not contain 
I 
shales alone and the es1imated thermal conductivity is more uncertain" 
than that used for the ~ower heat flow values. Since this is the case, 
the lower values may we~l be more representative of the heat flow. With 
the relatively high (for\ North Dakota) heat production (see map Figure 7 
and Table 3), it is diff~cult to see how this point could be interpreted 
I 
as Basin and Range as loyg as the average heat flow value is used, If 
individual values are us~d with the arbitrarily large uncertainty due to 
I 
the inability to correct \for drilling disturbance, one would be forced 
to conclude that this sit\e could be either Basin and Range or eastern 
United States. 
I 
But, if the average value is used even with the arbi-
\ 
trarily large uncertaintyf there is no overlap with a Basin and Range 
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type of interpretati1n (see plot Figure 8), It is this interpretation 
for the Nesson antic~ine as Eastern United States type heat flow which 
is the favored interl'jt'etation. Less uncertain heat flow data from this 
area is needed to ver~fy this interpretation. The other geophysical 
I 
information discussed\ below may also help to resolve this question. 
I 
The southwest~rn North Dakota heat production site when used 
with heat flow values\around it (Bsk, Bsl, Bgv) provides by far one of 
the most interesting $ites (see map Figure 7). The three heat flow 
values are plotted seJarately because their differences are consider-
ably larger than expedimental error. The lowest heat flow value (Bsk) 
I 
to the east of the heJt production site indicates that this area is 
I 
still eastern United S~ates type of heat flow (see map Figure 7). This 
point falls on the Eas~ern United States line (Figure 8). The next 
value of heat flow to bhe west falls in the north-south region of heat 
flow where no heat flat value has been observed to be less than 1.5 
I 
!!FU. This 1.9 lfFU value (Bsl) when plotted with the heat production 
I 
is interpreted as Basin and Range type of heat flow. This is the only 
I 
point which may be interpreted with any reasonable certainty as Basin 
I 
and Range type heat flo\ if the distance between the heat flow sites 
and the heat production\ site can be largely ignored. 
Indeed, the 1.5\ HFU value farther west, is also interpreted to 
be Basin and Range type\because it falls in the north-south region 
where no heat flow valut is less than 1.5 HFU even though the point 
plo.ts as an intermediat~ value between :Basin and Range and eastern 
i 
United States type of h,at flow (see Figure 8). If this is true it 
seems possible then, to \plot a regional 1.5 HFU contour, indicating 
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a region of higher mantle heat flow. This is in contrast to Roy and 
others, 1972 who used both 1.5 and 2.0 HFU contours to mark the boun-
dary between heat flow provinces. The contrast may he a result of the 
reduction of heat flow value when in situ porosity data was applied to 
the termal conductivities. Hydrologic conditions (Houda, 1977), below 
the depth to which heat flow measurements were made, may also be impor-
tant. However, in the absence of deeper heat flow data, speculation 
regarding the hydrology must be viewed cautiously. 
Because of the uncertainties and the limited number of data 
points associated with any one province, the reduced heat flow value 
has not been formally computed here. The data has been plotted on 
Figure 8 with the province lines as determined by Roy and others (1972), 
and Lachenbruch (1968), and confirmed for the Sierra Nevada by Lachen-
bruch and others (1976). One could SUlllmarize the foregoing observations 
by the association of the heat flow-heat production data points with 
either the Eastern United States line or the Basin and Range line. 
Three sites, GFK, PEM, E, can be interpreted as eastern United States. 
N can be considered eastern United States if the average value of the 
heat flow is realistic. 
This leaves only the north-central North Dakota sites Btl and 
Bt2 which can be considered a possible candidate for either eastern 
United States or Oasin and Range type of heat flow province. To 
resolve this ambiguity more heat flow data is necessary from this 
area. 
The recomputed value of heat flow from the Combs (1970) temper-
atures in north-central North Dakota presents an interesting problem. 
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Two solutions seem possible. First, the heat production in the base-
ment rocks at Bt2 (1.7 HFU) is higher than any other value of heat 
production which has yet been observed in the basement rocks in North 
Dakota. If so, the site would be considered eastern United States type 
of heat flow. Second, if the nearby value of heat production to the 
south is representative for the Bt2 site, the site should be consid-
ered Basin and Range type of reduced heat flow. This would seem 
unlikely but this possibility cannot be discarded. The second pos-
sibility, a higher heat flow from the mantle (higher reduced heat flow), 
is required if the basement rock heat production is similar to the 
nearby heat production value. This problem will be further discussed 
in the section on other geophysical information. 
The southwestern North Dakota sites Bsl, Bsk, Bgv are important. 
The eastern most site, Bsk, would seem to be interpretable as an eastern 
United States type of heat flow. The southern most site in this group, 
Bsl, would seem to be associated with the Basin and Range province type 
of heat flow. It is also important to note that this is a north-south 
region where no heat flow value is less than 1.5 HFU. The westernmost 
site, Bgv, is intermediate but, it too is in the region where no heat 
flow value is less than 1.5 HFU. Perhaps, the heat production value 
does not apply. Perhaps, there are hydrologic disturbances which lower 
the heat flow. Whatever the reason for its being intermediate, its 
association would seem to be Basin and Range type. 
The heat flow map (Figure 9) shows a line which is interpreted 
as the 1.5 reduced heat flow contour. East of this line, all the wells 
have heat flows less than 1.3 HFU with three notable exceptions: B3627, 
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Fig. 9. Interpretation of Heat Flow and Heat Production 
Results. Numbers are heat flow values associated with the closest 
well location (crosses). Heat flow values which are uncorrected for 
in situ porosity are indicated by small triangles. Interpreted 1.5 
heat flow contour is shown west of 103° west longitude and dashed 
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4509, 8117 yielding 1.6, 2.0 and 1.5 RFU respectively (see Figure 9). 
The important fact for these three wells is that no in situ porosity 
data was available for these wells and since the heat flow vas computed 
in the clay-rich Hell Creek Formation, one could expect that these 
values would be reduced by 30 percent or about the order of clay or 
shale porosity. The implication is that these values would also be 
1.4 HFU or less and strongly suggests that the 1.5 RFU contour or the 
heat flow transition is oriented north south passing just west of the 
1.1 HFU value west of 103° west longitude line (see map Figure 9), 
West of the 1.5 RFU contour the heat flow and heat production 
data seems to suggest Basin and Range type of reduced heat flow or 
higher mantle heat flow, Indeed, if the value of l,l HFU is not for-
tuitous but truly represents the heat flow at this site then, this site 
and the 1.9 RFU value southwest of it (see map Figure 9), represents a 
transition zone which is very sharp and on the order of 28 km. This 
is apparently not unlike the 20 km that has been observed by Roy and 
others (1972). It would appear the heat sources and or sinks present 
are at upper mantle or lower crustal depths (Roy and others, 1972). 
OTHER GEOPHYSICAL INFOR..'!AT!ON 
Introduction 
The interpretation of the observed heat flow-heat production 
data would be strengthened if it could be shown to be consistent with 
the other available geophysical data. The primary question to be 
resolved is whether the 1,5 RFU contour extends east of the recomputed 
heat flow value from the Combs (1970) temperatures in north-central 
North Dakota or extends north-south as interpreted in Figure 9. The 
lack of heat flow information in northwestern North Dakota precludes 
an unambiguous answer to this question. The development of high qual-
ity heat flow-heat production information for northwestern North Dakota 
will be required to test the pattern proposed here. 
The other geophysical information consists of a Bouguer gravity 
anomaly map (Wollard and Joesting, 1964), a map of anomalous electrical 
conductivity (Alabi and others, 1975), a map showing locations of earth-
quakes, microearthquakes (Erickson, 1970, and Needham, 1974) and crustal 
thickness (Warren and others, 1973). The maps presented here are all 
modified from the original source to focus on the relationships in 
North Dakota. 
Bouguer Gravity~Anomalies 
In eastern North Dakota where the sedimentary cover thins to 
approximately 0.3 km (Carlson and Anderson, 1966), the gravity data 
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(Figure 10) appears to be strongly influenced by the basement lithology 
(see Muehlberger and others, 1967), In western North Dakota, there is 
relatively little basement lithologic information since 4.5 km of sedi-
ments are present (Carlson and Anderson, 1966) and basement samples are 
expensive to obtain. The important observations from the gravity data 
concerning western North Dakota are: 
1. Thickness of the sedimentary cover seems to obscure details 
of basement lithologic patterns. Gradients are considerably less steep 
to the west than the gradients are in eastern North Dakota. 
2. There is a regional north-south feature marked by both the 
-50 and -40 milligal contour lines near 103°W longitude. It has been 
observed before (Meuhlberger and others, 1967) and would be indicative 
of a regional intrabasement feature~ 
Electrical Conductivity 
The electrical conductivity anomaly data presented by Alabi, 
Camfield and Gough (1975) correlates well with the heat flow results 
presented in this report. A comparison of Figures 9 and 11 shows that 
the heat flow is higher than normal slightly to the east of the demarca-
tion chosen by Alabi and others (1975) to mark the eastern edge of the 
electrical conductivity anomaly. Its extent is north-south and coin-
cides well with the heat flow results. Estimates of the width of the 
anomaly depended upon the location of the three component magnetometers; 
the relevant ones are shown in Figure 11. Since the spacing of the 
instruments was great, the heat flow data presented here probably pro-
vides a better estimate of the position of the eastern edge of the 
anomaly. One of the problems with the models of Alabi and others 
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Fig. 10. Bouguer Gravity Anomalies in North Dakota. Bouguer 
gravity anomalies are shown in milligals for North Dakota (modified 
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Fig. 11. Anomalous Electrical Conductivity in North Dakota. 
The area around 104° west which is cross hatched indicates the area 
of western North Dakota showing anomalous electrical conductivity. 
The feature is part of the North American Central Plains Conductiv-
ity anomaly. Crosses show locations of pertinent three component 
magnetometer sites. Modified after Alabi and others (1975), 
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(1975) was tl1e .difficulty in fitting the observed field in that lateral 
and vertical components were fit well but phase and frequency could not 
be matched simultaneously, It appears that adequate geometric informa-
tion on the conductor is necessary to model it completely. There is 
clearly anomalous behavior when the data is plotted as a function of 
time. Their interpretation of the depth to the anomaly suggests that 
it starts in the lower crust but that most of the conductive body lies 
in the upper mantle within the lithosphere with a thickness of 100 km, 
Active and Passive Seismic Data 
Alabi and others (1975) also suggest that two out of three 
earthquake epicenters in southern Saskatchewan mark the edges on 
either side of the electrical conductivity anomaly. 
Figure 12 shows the known relevant earthquake epicenters for 
North Dakota from Erickson {1970), Alabi and others (1975) and Needham 
(written communication, 1974). The locations of earthquake epicenters 
prior to 1968 are all from macroseismic information (Mercalli intensity). 
The 1968 event in central North Dakota was the first instrumentally 
located earthquake. The two 1974 events were microseisms detected by 
the large amplitude seismic array (LASA) (Green, Frosh and Romney, 
1965) and obtained from Needham (1974). The primary limitation of the 
1974 microseisms is the fact that the LASA was designed to screen out 
information that is less than 10 degrees from the array to avoid sys-
tem overload from the Yellowstone area. It is recommended that the 
reader use the information on Figure 12 carefully because of the large 
uncertainties. The epicenters (crosses) show the approximate center 
of the disturbance and the surrounding circle indicates the probable 
Fig. 12. Seismic Data in North Dakota. Earthquake epicenter 
estimates (crosses) with their uncertainty (circles) are shown for 
North Dakota and associated region. Pre 1968 events are from macro-
seismic data; post 1968 events are instrumentally located. Sources of 
the data are Erickson (1970), Alabi and others (1975) and Needham (per-
sonal communication, 1974). 
Isopleths are crustal thicknesses in kilometers determined from 
seismic refraction data (Warren and others, 1973). Note that they are 
mostly dashed indicating that they are inferred. 
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uncertainty in the epicenter location. While this data is somewhat crude, 
it does suggest that there has been more earthquake activity in western 
North Dakota and several of the events are associated with the region of 
the electrical conductivity anomaly. Crustal thicknesses in kilometers 
are also shown on Figure 12 from seismic refraction data of Warren and 
others (1973), The interpreted crustal thicknesses are greatest (45 to 
55 km) where the heat flow has been identified as high, The heat flow 
data east of 103° Wis more normal and seems to correspond to a slightly 
thinner (40 to 45 km) crust. 
The following inferences are drawn from the other geophysical 
information. 
1, There is good areal correlation between the higher than nor-
mal heat flow data, the electrically conductive body mapped by Alabi 
and others (1975), and the southern part of the -50 milligal gravity 
contour. While the data on earthquakes and microearthquakes is limited, 
it does suggest that the extension of the higher heat flow region should 
be to the north slightly west of 103° W longitude and not east of the 
high heat flow value of Combs (1970) in north-central North Dakota . 
INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSION~ 
Figure 13 shows temperature as a function of depth for the heat 
flow data for an area of southwestern North Dakota bounded in the north 
south direction by 46° and 48° N latitude and bounded east west by 100° 
and 104° W. The area has been subdivided further by the interpreted 
1.5 l!FU contour in Figure 9 .which allows averaging of seven heat flow 
values west of the 1.5 HFU province transition and eleven heat flow 
values east of the transition. On Figure 13 the regions have been 
designated Basin and Range (BR) type and eastern United States (EUS) 
type of heat flow. The solid lines are the averages and the dashed 
lines indicate the maximum and minimum possible q* from the heat flow 
data in this region. 
Temperatures as a function of depth were calculated using the 
exponential heat production model of Lachenbruch (1968, 1970) 
T • (8) 
where Tis the temperature. 
A0 is the measured basement heat production. 
K is the thermal conductivity assumed to be 6.0 x 10-3 cal/cm 
sec °C for all curves but only below the sediments (3.5 km in 
BR and 1.5 km in EUS). 
q* is the reduced heat flow. 
In the region of EUS, q* is 0.84 HFU for the solid line, 0,68 
HFU for the lower dashed line and 0.93 HFU for the upper EUS dashed 
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BO 
Fig. 13. Extrapolated Temperature and Petrologic Relations as 
a Function of Depth. Temperature plotted against depth for calculation 
of observed higher than normal heat flow values averaged west of 103° W 
(BR) and averages of heat flow data from 100° W to just .west of 103° W 
(solid lines). Dashed lines are the same calculation for the highest 
and lowest heat flow values in the same respective regions. GR is the 
solidus for grandoiorite in the presence of excess water. Pw is the 
solidus for peridotite in the presence of excess water. Pd is the 
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line of Figure 13. All these lines were calculated using the south-
central North Dakota value of heat production (A0 ) or 2.7 x 10-l3 
cal/cm3 sec, 
In the region of BR, q* is 1.21 HFU for the solid line, 1.08 
HFU for the lower BR dashed line and 1.47 for the upper BR dashed line. 
All these lines were calculated using the southwestern North Dakota 
heat production value (A0 ) or 4.3 x 10-13 cal/cm3 sec. 
The solid lines labelled GR, Pw, and Pd are experimentally 
determined solidus curves which indicate data for granodiorite and 
peridotite in the presence of excess water and dry peridotite respec-
tively. All three are from the data of Lambert and Wyllie (1972), 
Intersections of these curves with the temperature curves indicate 
depths below which rocks would be at least partially molten. The 
important point is that if the heat flow values west of the LS IIFU 
boundary are representative for the biotite granodiorite found in the 
basement there (see Table 3 and Figure 9) and if the crust is composed 
of granodiorite to 25 km then a zone of partial melt would be present 
below depths of 20 to 30 km. The Pw curve suggests similar melting 
relations for likely mantle rocks at depths of 40 to 50 km and these 
depths are approximately the thickness of the crust or the depth to 
the Moho from the seismic refraction data (Figure 12). 
The dry peridotite curve is important because it shows that if 
peridotite is a major mantle constituent beneath this region it must be, 
even if dry, at least partially molten at depths greater than 50 to 70 
kilometers suggesting the presence of a partial melt zone. 
The heat flow results presented here for southwestern North 
Dakota are in many ways similar to those of Decker and Smithson (1975) 
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for the Rio Grande graben, The depth to melting here is a few kilometers 
greater. The presence of anomalous electrical conductivity might be taken 
as additional evidence of partial melting (Shankland and Waff, 1977). 
The heat source responsible for this phenomena must be in the 
lower crust or upper mantle because of the narrow transition observed 
between heat flow provinces (28 km), 
The conclusions from the data presented in this report are: 
1, There is a major heat flow province transition which occurs 
west of 103° Win North Dakota. West of the transition no value of heat 
flow is less than 1. 5 HFU; east of the transition no heat flow value is 
less than 0.9 HFU. West of the transition temperature-depth calcula-
tions suggest the presence of a partial melt zone which acts as a heat 
source beginning in the lower crust or upper mantle, 
2. There is good areal coincidence between the Basin and Range 
type of heat flow values reported here and the area of anomalous elec-
trical conductivity reported by Alabi and others (1975). The transi-
tion between the two provinces is better chosen by the heat flow data. 
3. The other available geophysical data would seem to support 
the interpretation of a simple northward extension of the zone of higher 
heat flow. Without this northward extension, the other available infor-
mation would lead ta internally inconsistent results. If this inter-
pretation is correct, the region of Basin and Range type of heat flow 
is smaller than previously thought (see Combs and Simmons, 1973; Diment 
and others, 1975). 
4, If the pattern in the seismic epicenters is real and veri-
fied by further observation, there is more activity along the northern 
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portion of the. region of Basin and Range type of heat flow in North 
Dakota, This could suggest the presence of melts rising by penetra-
tive convection. This opens the possibility of higher heat flow in 
northwestern than that observed in southwestern North Dakota. The 
depth to melts in northwestern North Dakota may be shallower than is 
indicated by the calculations in Figure 13 for southwestern North 
Dakota, If true, this would have important consequences for the 
overlying sediments above the region of such melts with regard to 
the generation and migration of petroleum (see Momper, 1978). 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Several possible research projects are suggested to further 
understand the nature of the crust in the regions under consideration 
here. 
1. Further heat flow measurements should be made, especially 
in northwestern North Dakota, to confirm or refute the interpretations 
made in th-is report. Additional work on heat flow and heat production 
for the same wells should also be undertaken. It would be of interest 
to see if the D values of the slope and intercept q* of the lines are 
similar to the two types of heat flow provinces used here, 
2. Additional microseismic data should be collected either by 
remaining in annual contact with the LASA contractors or by placing an 
array of portable seismometers in northwestern North Dakota across the 
transition of the two provinces. Epicente,rs and hypocenters should be 
examined for evidence of rising melts. 
3. A study of leveling data, if any is available, for this 
region should be undertaken to see if differential uplift is occurring. 
4. From a geologic and geophysical standpoint questions such 
as what is the origin of such a feature and how long a time is required 
for it to form are fundamental for its understanding. Geologic maps of 
this region suggest that the North Dakota badlands are mostly within 
the high heat flow region. North south erosional edges of the Sentinel 
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Butte, Tongue River and Tullock - Ludlow Formations in southwestern 
North Dakota will be of interest (see maps of Bluemle, 1977; Carlson, 
1969). 
5. Deep electrical sounding of this feature along the heat 
flow determined boundary should be undertaken to confirm or refute 
the interpretations made here. 
APPENDIX A 
DETAILS OF HEAT FLOW CALCULATIONS 
8S 
Fig. 14. Well Location Map. A is NDGS; Bis NDSWC. 
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This appendix lists the temperature depth d"ta. The user is 
cautioned not to use the data from the plots but to use the numerical 
data. The plots were intended for visual purposes only. 
On the printed sheets, the number at the upper left is the well 
number. The next line is the land office location data in reverse order. 
The third line is the longitude and latitude of the well site. Line two 
and three are the same data in different form. Line four is the Green-
wich mean time which the temperature log began and each measurement of 
temperature took 5 minutes. The next three lines contain data concern-
ing the drilling of the well. The drilling period is calculated from 
this data and is quite probable in error± Sor even± 10 days. The 
parameter of importance is the number of days since the first drilling 
period elapsed. All of them are quite large and± 10 day uncertainty 
is then relatively unimportant. Casing size is inside diameter and 
elevation is self explanatory. 
The reader is cautioned to obtain copies of the part II data 
reports for information about depth to water level in the water wells. 
All zero meter temperatures were measured in air except NDGS 5086. The 
user is cautioned to use near surface (less than 40 meters) data care-
fully because of weathering uncertainties, hydrologic uncertainties 
and the effect of the annual surface temperature wave. 
Thermal conductivities were measured on fragments and were aver-
aged in the interval. Interval heat flow averages are reported three 
lines from the last line of any calculation followed by± standard 
error value. The standard deviation which allows calculation of the 
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standard error is also reported, and method 112 flux (heat flow as used 
in text). The number of thermal conductivity measurements upon which 
the heat flow value is based is given and the upper and lower depths 
whose corresponding temperatures were used in this calculation. 
The first plot shows all of the temperatures as a function of 
depth. The well nwnber and date of log are also shown. The next plot 
is a plot of temperatures vs. depth which went into the method #2 cal-
culation and these were chosen so as to incorporate all of the inter-
vals used to compute interval flux. This plot also shows the well 
number. The next plots contain the thermal gradient with log date, 
the thermal conductivity and the heat flow all plotted as a function 
of the same depth scale for the intervals involved in the heat flow 
calculation. The average of the interval values is also reported 
along with the Standard error. Again, users are warned not to use 
the plotted data but to use the listed temperatures in the pages 
preceding the plots. 
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NDSWC 4501 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
EMMONS COUNTY 130N 75W SECTION 31 DCCI 
46 1• 44• NORTH LATITUDE 100 7• 2• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TENPERATURE LOG=l3o54 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGEO DATE WELL DATE SPUOOED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 26 1977 11 17 1972 11 16 1972 ll 17 1972 
DRILLING PERIDO: l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1711 
CASING SIZE 5.08CM ELEVATION sst.38 METERS ABOVE M.s.L. 
DEPTH RE51ST"NCE DEPTH TE MP'ERA Tl.IRE THEIU4AL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES CJ'KII 
o.o 11175.00 o.o 21.92 
-666.89 
50000 16975000 15.24 11. 76 
-263094 
1 00 .oo 20230.00 30.46 7o73 
38.16 
150 • 00 19715000 45072 8031 
26077 
200.00 19363000 60.96 8.72 
34.73 
231000 19065.00 70.41 9.05 
12.39 
250.00 190250 00 76.20 9.12 
23.65 
2 75. 00 18875.00 63.82 9o30 
35098 
Joo.oo 18649000 91.44 9.58 
34.12 
320.00 18480.00 97.54 9.78 
38.73 
340.00 1"1290. 00 103.63 10.02 
26.75 
]60.00 18160.00 109.73 10.18 
24 .. 95 
380.00 18040. 00 115.82 10.34 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAt. 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
&5.34 86,87 2.95 1.00 0.34 
<J2o 96 94.49 3086 1.00 0.26 
99.06 t ao.s0 3o56 1.00 Oo28 
102.11 to 3. 63 4o43 1.00 0.23 
105.16 106.68 4ol3 1.00 0.24 
109.73 111.2s 3 .. 49 1.00 0.29 
112.78 114. 30 3086 1.00 0.26 
HEAT FLUK CALCULAflON INTERVAL IIETttOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HF.AT FLUX 
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1. l 0 
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DEY 0.247 
METHOD •2 FLUX: 1.20 H.F.u. • OF CONDUCTIVITIES= 7.o 
Uf"P!R OEPTH 83082 LOWER DEPTH 115082 METERS 
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N~SWC 4526 USGS OBSERYAT(ON WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNTY 131N 89W SECTION 30 AAA 
46 6° 45" NORTH LATITUDE 101 51• 20• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TfME OF TEMPERATURE LOGst4.52 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
6 19 1976 6 5 1973 6 4 1973 6 5 1973 
D?ILLING PERIOD~ I DAYS DAYS SINCE tST PERIOD= 1109 
CASING SIZE 5.0ACM ELEVATION 730.00 METERS ABOVE M.S.Lo 
DEPTH RESISTANCE 
FEET OHMS 
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DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEIICPERATURE THERIICAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C/1(111 
705.00 . l 5500. 00 214.88 13092 
170!16 
74So 00 15360000 227008 l4ol4 
92.91 
750.00 15270000 228.60 14.28 
67ol2 
755.00 15205. 00 230.12 &4.38 
-51'1o 79 
760.00 1526:>..oo 231.65 14.29 
25.83 
796.00 15082000 242.62 14.5!1 
20083 
1110.00 15026. 00 246.89 14.67 
19.51 
!12 l. 00 149!15.00 251)024 14.73 
OEPTH INTERVAL THERIIIAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
59043 60.96 5.44 1.00 !). l !I 
65053 67.05 4.67 lo!>O !).21 
70.10 71.63 3.32 1.00 Oo30 
74068 76.2!) 7ol7 loOO o. t 4 
79.25 "IOo 77 4o36 1.00 0.23 
83.82 !15. 34 4o73 ,. 00 0.21 
!18. 39 89092 7o56 1.00 0.13 
10802!> 109. 73 4010 1.00 Oo24 
lllo25 ll 2o 7!1 3o62 1.00 002a 
114030 115082 4.23 1.00 Oo24 
155045 156.97 3o40 loOO o.2q 
1saoso 160002 3o52 1.00 Oo28 
166.12 167064 3o46 loOO Oo29 
167064 169016 3.53 1.00 0.2a 
170.69 172021 3.93 loOO 0.25 
173.73 175.26 4.1)8 1.00 0.25 
227.07 228.60 3.91 loOO 0.26 
228060 230.00 3o84 loOO Oo26 
HF.AT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL IICETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THER~AL HEAT FLUX 
























































METHOD •2 FLUX= lol7 tt.F.Uo • OF CONOUCTIVITIES•t7.0 
Ufl'PF'R DEPTH 60o96 LOWF.R DEPTH 230012 METERS 
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NOSWC 4526 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNTY 131N 89W SECTION 30 AAA 
46 8• 45• NORTH LATITUDE IOI 51• 20• WEST LONGITUDE 
Utfl YERSAL Tl NE OF TENPERATURE LDG=t7. 11 HDURS.NJNUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
CON""-ETEO TEANINATtON 
10 5 1976 6 5 1973 6 4 1973 6 5 1973 
DRILLING PERIOD: 1 DAYS OATS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1217 





























































































































3.32 1 .. 00 
7o17 1.00 
4.36 1.00 









3 .. 93 1.00 
4.08 1.00 






















HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL 14ETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL. AVERAGE THERNAL HEAT FLUX 












































0 .. 27 
DEV 00432 
METHOD •2 FLUX= lo07 H.F.u. • OF CONOUCT1VIT1ES=17o0 
UPPER DEPTH 60.96 LOWER DEPTH 231.95 METERS 
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NDSWC 4462 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
80WMAN COUNTY 131N 102W SECTION 07 ODDI 
46 10• 34•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 28• 28•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=t7.36 HOURS.MINUTES 
OAT~ LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDOl'?'D DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
8 15 1975 7 30 1972 7 15 1972 7 30 1972 
DRILLING PERJOD= 15 DAYS OAYS SINCE 1ST PERIODx till 
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HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
QEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 















































METHOD M2 FLUX= lo73 H.F.U. M OF CONOUCTIVITIES:31o0 
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NDSWC 4462S USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
BOWMAN COUNTY 131N 102W SECTION 07 0003 
46 10• 34' 1 NORTH LATITUDE 103 28' 28'' WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE LOG= 7.32 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED OATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
8 15 1975 7 30 1972 7 15 1972 1 30 1972 
DRILLING PERIOD= 15 OAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1111 
































































THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CDNOVCTIVlTY INTERVAL IUaSlSTlVITV 
0.20 gq. 06 100.se soot 3000 
1240<1!\ 1260 49 3o78 2o00 0.26 
169016 170.68 4o84 2o?O 0.21 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DFPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 




















H.F.U. STO DEV 00098 
METHOO •2 FLUX= 2o05 H.F.Uo • Of' CONDUCTIVITIES: 7o0 
UPPER DEPTH 91.44 LOWER DEPTH 183ol8 METERS 
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NDSWC 8912 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
EMMONS COUNTY 132N 77W SECTION 04 CBC 
46 13' 52• NORTH LATITUDE 100 18 1 53• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=l3o50 HOURS.MfNUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF ORILLfNG 
COMPLETFD TERIUNATION 
7 27 1977 9 18 l97l 9 17 1971 9 18 1971 
ORILL[NG PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2137 
CASING SIZE 2.54CM Et..EVATION 510.54 METERS ABOVE M.S.Lo 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE:: THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES c,KM 
o.o 12575,00 o.o 18.99 
-365.47 
so.oo 15830. 00 15,24 13,42 
-281.43 
100.00 19020,00 30,48 9,13 
7,47 
150, 00 18925.00 45,72 9.24 
22.97 
1 75, 00 18780.00 53,34 9,42 
20,79 
200.00 18650,00 60,96 9,58 
38,45 
221.00 18450.00 67.36 9,82 
53,88 
240,01) l 8200,00 73,15 10,13 
17.77 
2 .. 1.00 1auo.oo 79.55 l0,25 
13.15 
2110.00 18050,00 85,34 10,32 
10,37 
300,00 18000.00 91.44 10.39 
13,94 
310,00 17967,00 94,49 10,43 
35,64 
320,00 17882.00 97.54 10,54 
49,90 
330,00 17764,00 100.se 10,69 
45,39 
336,00 17700,00 102,41 10,77 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCT I VI TY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
'54,86 56,38 4,ll 1.00 0,24 
57,91 '59,44 5,t3 1.00 Oo 19 
59,44 6<l.96 4,34 t.oo 0,23 
97,54 99,06 3,28 1.00 0,30 
too.5a 102.12 3,40 1.00 0,29 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AV!:RAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUIC 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY GRADIENT MICROCAL 
53.34 
97.54 





4.53 20.79 0.94 
3,28 49,90 l,64 +,- o.35 H.F.u. STO OFV o .• 492 
M~THOD 42 FLUX~ lo09 H.F,U, • OF CONOUCTJVIfJES: s.o 











NOSWC 3627 USGS 09SERVATION WATER WELL 
HETTINGER COUNTY 132N 91W SECTION 28 000 
48 l3 1 15• NORTH LATITUDE 102 3• 45• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TFMPERATURE LOG=t7.16 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL OATE SPUOOEO DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 26 l975 8 20 1968 8 19 1968 8 20 1968 
DRILLING PERIOD= I DAYS OAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2530 














































































































USGS OBSERVATION WATER WEt..L 




















HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 















































METHOD 12 FLUX= lo54 HoF.Uo • OF CONDUCTIVITIES: 800 
UPPF.R DFPTH 91.44 LOWER DEPTH 320004 NETERS 
• • • 
• • •• 
• • • • 
--
..... 
• • • 
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NDSWC 3164 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
RICHLANO COUNTY 132N SOW SECTION 10 BCC 
4& JS• 45• NORTH Lt.TITUDUE 96 56• 45• WEST LONGITUOE 
UNIVERSt.L TIME OF TEMPERATURE L0G=t2.2S HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATF WELL DATE SPUOOE:D DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 4 1976 8 12 1964 8 11 1964 8 12 1964 
DRILLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD: 4341 
CASING SIZE 12.70Cl4 ELEVATION 301.75 METERS ABOVE M•S•L• 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES c,ICN 
o.o 8200.00 o.o, 29.83 
-2783.84 
2s.oo 1~50.00 7.62 8.62 
7.66 
50.00 19400.00 15.24 8.68 
7o69 
75.0!) 19350.00 22.86 8.74 
t8.49 
100.00 19230.00 30.48 a.as 
12.43 
t 25. 00 1915G.OO 38.10 a.97 
20.31 
150.00 19020.00 4!.'I. 72 9.13 
15.76 
175.00 18920.00 53.34 9.25 
11.02 
200.00 18850.00 60.96 9.33 
40.05 
201.00 18840.00 61.26 9o34 
DEPTH INT ERV AL THERMAL NUM!\IER IN THERMAL 
"'ETERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
38. 70 40.23 4.53 1.00 0.22 
40.23 41.75 4o51 1.00 0.22 
43.?.A 44081 3.11 1.00 0.32 
49.3!'! S0.90 s.22 1.00 Oo 19 
5o.9o 52.43 3.92 1.00 0.26 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEt.T FLUX 













H.F.U. STO OEV 0.072 
MET~OD •2 FJ..UX: Oo74 HoF•U• • OF CONDUCTIVITIES= SoO 
UPPER DEPTH 38010 LOWER DEPTH 53.34 METERS 
If 
ti) 
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NDSWC 8117 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
EMMONS COUNTY 133N 78W SECTtON 04 CBC 
46 21• 40• NORTH LATITUDE 100,30• 14• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TENPl:'.RATURE LOG=t6ol0 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED OATF WELL DATE SPUDDED OATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERN INAT 10"1 
7 27 1977 9 15 1971 9 14 1971 9 15 1971 
DRILLING PERIOD= 1 OAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2140 
c,stNG SIZE 2.54CN ELEVATION 510.54 MIETERS ABOVE 14.S.Lo 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TE'4PERATURE THER'4AL 
FEET 0-5 METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C/1(11 
o.o 11646.00 o.o 20.89 
-838.84 
50.00 19900.00 15.24 a.to 
5o98 
I 00. 00 19820000 30048 8.19 
6073 
125.00 19775.00 38.10 8025 
5.05 
15 l. 00 19740000 4-6.02 8.29 
16.90 
1ao.oo 19610.00 54.86 8044 
7.61 
190.00 19590.00 57.91 8.46 
44.86 
200000 19472.00 60.96 s.60 
31.97 
211.00 I 9380.00 64.31 8.70 
22.oa 
:;,1s.oo 19340.00 66.45 8075 
DE<>TH INTERVAL THERMAL NU'4BER IN THEJUU,L 
"'IETERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
59044 60096 3o31 I oOO 0.30 
61.00 64000 4o87 1.00 0.21 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THER'4AL HEAT FLUX 








3.31 44086 t.48 
4o87 31097 1.56 
•/- 0.04 H.F.Uo STD DEV 0.051 
MFTHOD #2 FLtJX"' l o50 HoFoUo II OF CONDUCTIVITIES= 2.0 
UPPER DEPTH 57091 LOWER DEPTH 64.31 METERS 

114 
NOSWC 48l0 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
SLOPE COUNTY 134N 1~4W SECTION 24 000 
46 23• 49•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 40• 43•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMl>ERATURF. LOG=22o30 HOUASoMINUTES 
OAT!!: LOGGEO DATE WELL DATE SPUOOED DATE OF DR(LLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 3 1976 7 15 1975 7 l l97S 7 IS 197S 
ORILL(NG PERIOO: 14 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD: 353 

















































































































































































































































HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 












































































DEV 0 .. 216 
METHOD ~2 FLUX= l.61 H.F.Uo • OF C0NDUCTIVITIES•30.0 
UPPER DEPTH 76050 LOWER DEPTH 365.76 NETERS 
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NDSWC 2180 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
RICHLAND COUNTY 135N 52W SECTION lO ACA-1 
46 31' 25• NORTH LATITUDE 97 12' 14• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMP'ERATURE LOG=l0.53 HDIJRSoMINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE IJF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 4 1976 9 14 1963 9 12 1963 9 13 1963 
DRILLING PFRIOD: 1 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 4674 
CASING SIZE 2o54CM ELEVATION 318.52 METERS ABOVE M.SoL• 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THeRMAL 
FEET OHMS !4ETERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES CJ'KM 
OoO 7870. 00 o.o 30.91 
-3013.76 
2s.oo 20040000 7.62 7o95 
147041 
so.oo 19070 •. 00 1s.24 9o07 
9.30 
76.00 19008000 23016 9.14 
26053 
101.00 18840.00 30078 9.34 
14039 
130000 18735.00 39.62 9o47 
19.46 
1so.oo 18638.00 45.72 9.59 
2h43 
175.00 18505.00 53.34 9.75 
23.61 
200000 18360.00 60.96 9,93 
21,44 
221.00 18250.00 67.36 10.07 
2.84 
250000 18230000 76.20 10.10 
IOoOl 
2s2.oo 18225.00 76081 10010 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER lN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
40.01 41.60 4.50 l oOO 0.22 
57061 S<t.21 2o74 1.00 Oo36 
640 01 65.61 3o48 loOO Oe29 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 





















METHOD #2 FLUX= 0,74 H.F.Uo • OF CONDUCTIVITIES= 3.o 





NDSWC 4509 USGS 08SERVATION WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNTY 135N 90W SECTION 23 8881 
4. 30• o• NORTH LATITUDE 101 57* 51• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG= 7.15 HOURS.MINUTES 
OAT: LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COllPLETEO TEAM I NAT I ON 
6 19 1976 5 2 1973 5 I 1973 5 2 1973 
DRILLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST Pl!RIOO& 1143 
CASING SIZE 5e08CN ELEVATION 313.64 METERS ABOVE N.s.L. 
DEPTH RESISTANCE 
FEET OHl4S 






















































































































DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEIIIIPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS NETERS DEGREES C GRAOIEMT 
DEGREES c,KN 
8os.oo 15391 oOO 245.36 14.09 
33.47 
846.00 15125.00 257.86 14.51 
65.12 
856.00 15000.00 260.91 14 .. 71 
39.99 
895000 14705.00 272080 l5ol8 
-50.10 
'105.oo 14800.00 275.84 15003 
19.83 
9460 00 14648.00 288.34 15.28 
15.06 
956000 14620.00 291039 15032 
25.06 
995.00 14440.00 303.28 15e62 
39.83 
l 006. 00 14360.00 306.63 1s. 75 
24.56 
101s.oo 14320.00 30'1.37 15.82 
27.77 
1045. 00 14170.00 3113.52 16008 
81046 
l 0550 00 14025.00 321.56 t6.32 
OF.l>TH INTERVAL THF.RNAL MUIIIISER .... THERNAL 
NETERS COMOUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
248. 40 249.93 7.30 1.00 Oo 14 
261h22 269074 1.00 l oOO Oo 14 
298070 300.22 7.40 1.00 0.14 
306032 307.85 6.89 1.00 0.1s 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL NETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERIIIIAL HEAT FLUX 



























METHOD •2 FLUX= 1.96 HoFoU• • OF CONDUCTIVITIE5'= 3o0 
UPPER DEPTH 153092 LOWER DEPTH 291039 METERS 
121 
NOSWC 4509. USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNTY 135N 90¥ SECTION 23 8881 
46 30 1 0"N0RTH LATITUDE 101 57• 51" WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE LOG=:15.45 HOURS.NINUTI:S 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
3 31 1976 5 2 1973 5 I 1973 5 2 1973 
DRILLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1063 
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USGS OBSERVATION WATER WEt..L 












HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL MET+IOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERIIIAL HEAT FLUX 



























MEIHOD #2 FLUX= lo98 H.F.u. # OF COlllOUCTIVITIES= 3.o· 
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NDSWC 4811 PRIVATE WATER WELL 
SLOPE COUNTY l36N IOOW SECTION 31 DDD 
46 32• 29•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 16• so•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UN[VERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE LOG=l8.30 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUOOEO DATE OF DRlLLING 
CONPLETEO TERNINATION 
3 27 1976 7 15 1975 7 I 1975 7 15 1975 
DRILLING PERIOD: 14 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 255 


































































































































































PRIVATE WATER WELL 
THERMAL NUMBER IN 
CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL 
5.33 1.00 
4o32 1. 00 
4el4 1.00 
4e95 l eOO 
4o4 7 1.00 
3.73 1.00 
4o44 1.00 
4o 77 1.00 








































HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 








































































METHOD #2 FLUX= lo95 HeF•U• • OF CONOUCTIVITIES=25o0 
UPPER ~EPTH 79e25 LOWER OEPTH 396024 METERS 
~ 
l!) 
f -... Q "' I ' ct-I co 
i!! -• " .,. ~ 


























NDSWC 4811 PIUVATE WATER WELL 
SLOPE COUNTY 136N IOOW SECTION 31 000 
46 32• 29•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 16• so•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=21.50 HOURS.MINUTES 
OATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
10 6 1976 7 15 1975 7 t 1975 7 15 1975 
OPtLLING PERIOD= 14 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 448 


























1150. oo 1 o•7o. oo 
1 200. 00 1 0360 • 00 
1250.00 10290000 
1300.0!J 





























































































DEPTH RESISTANCE OEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GR.IDIE"4T 
DEGREES CntN 
1400000 9407.oo 426072 26.29 
17.37 
1450. 00 9310.00 441.96 26.56 
2.24 
1490.00 9300.00 454015 26.58 
DEPTH t"4TERVAL TtER!IIAL NUMBER 11'4 THERM.IL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
86.96 98.39 5.33 1.00 0.19 
92.96 94.48 4e32 1.00 0.23 
190050 192.02 4.14 I .oo 0.24 
217.93 219.45 4.95 I oOO 0.20 
224.02 225.55 4.47 loOO 0.22 
23(). 12 231064 3.73 1.00 0.27 
236.22 237074 4.44 ,.oo 0.23 
242.31 2.3.80 •• 77 1.00 0.21 
24lh 41 249.93 3o97 loOO 0.25 
254050 256.03 5080 loOO Ool7 
260.6<'1 262.12 4.52 2.00 0.22 
268022 669.75 3o79 1.00 Oo26 
275. 00 275.84 ••• 2 2o00 0.23 
280. 41 28109. 4.56 1.00 0.22 
286.51 288.03 4068 loOO Oo21 
304080 306032 4o83 loOO 0.21 
310.90 312 • .-2 4o10 loOO Oo24 
317000 318052 4o90 2o00 0.20 
335.28 336.80 3o6l 1.00 0028 
347.47 3.9.00 3o83 loOO 0.26 
353057 355009 •021 1.00 0.24 
373.38 374.90 3o6l loOO Oo28 
393019 394071 3o82 1. 00 0.26 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATI0"4 INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT Fl.UK 




































































0 • .-1 
3.25 
OEV 1•209 
NETHOO M2 FLUX~ lo95 HoFeU• • OF CONDUCTtYlrtES=25oO 
UOPE~ DEPTH 60.96 LOWER DEPTH 396024 METERS 
113 
li1. • ::l' "' -0 
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NOSWC 4485 USGS oeseRVATIOM WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNIY 137N sew seCTION 21 ooc 
46 39• 38" NORTH LATlTUOe 101 47• &• wesT LONGITuoe 
UNIVeRSAL TIME OF TEMPE:RATURE LOG=l9e00 HOURSoMINUTes 
OATE LOGGEO OATE WELL OATE SPUDDED DATE OF ORILLING 
CO"IPLET'f:'!l TeRMINA T ION 
3 JI 1976 10 5 1972 10 4 1972 10 5 1972 
ORILLING PERIOD: 1 OAVS DAVS SINCE 1ST PE:RIOO~ 1272 

























































































































HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOO 
OEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 





































METHOD #2 FLUX= 0.91 HoFoUo W OF CONDUCTIVITIES= 7o0 
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NDSWC 4485 USGS 08SERVATIOM WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNTY 137N 88W SECTION 21 DOC 
46 39• 38* NORTH LATITUDE 101 47• 6• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVEP.SAL TIME or TEMPERATURE LOG=20.30 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERIUNATION 
10 5 1976 10 5 1972 JO 4 1972 10 5 1972 
DRILLING PERIOD: l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1460 







































































































USGS 08SERVATION WATER WELL 
THERMAL NUM8eR IN 
CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL 
3.30 1.00 
3.4 7 1.00 
3o42 1.00 
4o02 1.00 












HEAT FLUX CALCULATlON INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 



































DEV n. 783 
METHOD •2 FLUX= 1.84 H.F.u. • OF CONOUCTIVITIES: 7.o 
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NOSWC •Stl USGS 08SF.RYATtON WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNTY 137N 89W SECTION 9 ABAl 
.6 42• oe• l«JRTH LATITUDE 101 s•· •a• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LDG=l6.24 HOURSoMINUTES 
DATE LOGGEO DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
10 7 1976 5 8 1973 S 7 1973 5 8 1973 
DRILLING PEP101>= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1247 




































1370 l 6 
152.40 


























































NDSWC 4511 USGS 09SERVAT1DN WATER WELL 





CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAi.. !U!SISTIVITY 
Oo29 
106.68 







3.97 1 .. 00 
3.00 1.00 
3.92 1.00 
•• os 1.00 
0.25 
o.33 
0 .. 26 
0.25 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 
NETERS CONDUCTIVITY GRADIENT MtCROCAL 
/CN*•2.fSEC 






I 06.68 . 
AVERAGE HEAT 
60.96 
76 .. 50 
91.7. 
121.92 
FLUK: I o2t 












METHOD •2 Fl.UK= lo30 HoFoUo • OF CONDUCTIVITIES= SoO 
UPPER DEPTH 45.72 LOWER DEPTH t21o92 METERS 
"' :: 
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NDSWC 4511 USGS OBSERVAT10M WATER WELL 
GRANT COUNTY 137N 89W SECTION 09 ASAI 
46 42• 08• NORTH LATITUDE IOI 54• 48• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME .OF TEMPERATURE LOG= 9.20 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
CONPLETED TERMINATION 
3 31 1976 5 8 1973 5 7 1973 5 8 1973 
DRILLING PERtOI): l DAYS DAYS SINCE IS~ PERIOD= 1057 
















































:n s. 77 
TEMPERATURE THERMAL 






























































HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL IIETHOO 
OEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 








3.oo 3o.98 0.93 
4.00 24.11 o.96 •I'- 0.02 H.,F.u. STD DEV 0.02s 
METHOD •2 FLUX= Oo90 HoF•II• • OF CONOUCTIYITIES: 3oO 
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NDSWC 3690 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
STARK COUNTY 138N 99W SECTION 24 CCC 
46 44• 48• NORTH LATITUDE 103 07• 29'" WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=22o45 HIJURSoMlliUTE"'l 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 26 1975 12 2 1968 12 l 1968 12 2 1968 
DRILLlliG PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2426 
CASING SIZE 5o08CM ELEVATION 798.58 METERS ABOVE MoSoL• 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERA TUR!!: THERMAL 
FE£T 0 .. 5 METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C.fl<M 
o.o 6870000 o.o 34.53 
-398.31 
2020 00 18300000 6h57 lOolU 




300.00 17630000 91.44 10086 
52.56 
350.00 17040.00 106068 llo67 
52.46 
400.00 t6•75ooo 121.92 12046 
28062 
45le00 16l70o00 137048 12091 
50059 
500000 l5667 .. 00 l52o40 13067 
49.,77 
550000 15180.00 167064 14042 
20.79 
600000 14980.00 l82e88 14074 
59.77 
652000 l 4400000 198073 15069 
6089 
700000 14340.00 213.36 15079 
45.37 
750000 13935.00 228060 l6o48 
-63.09 
763.00 14080000 232.56 16023 
DEPTH INTERVAL THElUIAL NU'IBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
137046 152000 3o l0 I oOO Oo32 
153.00 167.30 2.95 1.00 Oo34 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERM.\L H£AT FLUX 










HoFoUo STD DEY Oo4ll 
'IETHDO #2 FLUX= 1o09 H,.FoUo # DF CONDUCTIVITIES= loO 
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NDSWC 3433 USGS D8SERVATIDN WATER WELL 
MERCER COUNTY l41N 90W SECTION 19 CCD 
47 o• 41~ NORTH LATITUDE 102 8• 26• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LDG=l-.10 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LDGGf"D DATE Wet..L DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
CDMPl.ETED TEAlollNATION 
7 25 1975 6 18 1967 6 14 1967 6 15 1967 
DRILLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOOo: 2960 






































































































































THERMAL NUMBER IN 
CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAi.. 
3o30 I.OO 


















HEAT FLUX CALCULATION lNTERVAL. IIIETltOO 
OEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERNAL HEAT FLUX 
0.25 







































DEV 00073 H.F.u. STD 
METHOO •2 FLUX: Oo98 HoFoUo • OF CONDUCTIVfTlES: 9o0 
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NDSWC 3433 USGS DIJSERVATION WATER WELL 
MERCER COUNTY 141N 90W SECTION 19 CCO 
47 O• 41• NORTH LATITUDE 102 8• 26• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE L0,:;,.20.10 ._,URS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGEO DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
. COMPLETED TEAIUNATtON 
3 30 1976 6 18 1967 6 14 1967 6 15 1967 
DRILLING PERIOD: 1 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 3208 



































































































































3o42 l oOO 















HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL. IIIIETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 









































METHOO #2 FLUX= 1o02 HoFoU. • OF CONDUCTIVITIES= q.o 
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NDSWC 4662 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
DUNN COUNTY 141N 93111 SECTION 16 AAA 
47 2• 18• NORTH LATITUDE 102 27• 44• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=llo57 HOURSoMINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUOOEO DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPL'!'TEO TERMINATION 
8 14 1975 6 l8 t974 6 t7 1974 6 18 1974 
DRILLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SlltCE 1ST PERIOD= 422 
CASING SIZE 5o08CM ELEVATION 657076 METERS ABOVE MoSoLo 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPER.\TURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C.i'KM 
o.o 13040000 OoO l8ol0 
-663.09 
50000 20000.00 15.24 7o99 
29094 
t OOo 00 19600000 30048 8045 
36088 
15Go00 19120000 45072 9o0l 
38038 
200.00 18635000 60096 9o59 
20.75 
250000 18379000 76020 9o91 
26.42 
301000 18052. oo 91.74 10032 
25.50 
3500 00 177550 00 106068 10070 
30.85 
400000 17400.00 121.92 l lo l 7 
25.07 
451.00 17115000 137.46 l 1.56 
36.06 
500 o 00 16730000 152040 12.10 
28.39 
550000 16428000 167064 l2o53 
46.39 
600.00 15948.00 182088 13.24 
34059 
650.00 15601000 l98ol2 13.77 
44055 
700. 00 15166000 213036 l4o45 
30039 
750.00 148750 00 228.60 14.91 
16086 
790.00 14748000 240079 l5o l l 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
82030 83.82 4.56 loOO Oo22 
88.39 89.92 3o50 1.00 0.29 
94.49 96.01 4.49 1.00 Oo22 
106.68 108.20 4o99 1.00 Oo20 
112. 78 ll 4-30 '].69 loOO Oo27 
124097 126049 4.33 l oOO Oo23 
HE.\T FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL .\VERAGE THERM.\L HEAT FLU)I( 



























METHOD (I'?. FLUX: lo l 3 HoFoUo II OF CONOUCTIYH'IES,. 6•0 
UPPFR DEPTH 76020 LOWER DEPTH l37o46 METERS 
U') 
" ~; 
J ;: ..&. 
!! 
153 
NOSWC 3558 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
OLIVER COUNTY 1•2N 84W SECTION 2• BBA 
47 06• •2• NORTH LATITUDE 101 16• 27• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE L06"'-l7.•3 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUOOEO DATE llF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
5 1• 1975 12 2 1967 12 1 1967 12 2 1967 
DRILLING PERIOD* I DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2718 




30. 00 196•0 • 00 
60.00 19873.00 
90.00 19841.00 
120.00 1975 •• 00 













540. 00 l 7650.00 































































































DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL FEET OHNS METERS DEGREES C GRADIElfT 840.00 1S937.00 DEGREES c,.cN 256.03 13.26 
870000 1577'5.oo 26078 265018 l3o50 
900000 15570000 34028 274.32 13081 
930.00 1539t.oo 283.46 14.09 30038 
960.00 15277.00 292.61 14027 19.54 
990000 15164.00 301.75 14.45 19.46 
4.30 I 020.00 151311. 00 310.90 14049 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL lltF.TERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 60.96 62048 3o I 0 1.00 Oo32 77072 l'9o24 3o46 1.00 0.29 l 61 o 54 163007 7.17 1.00 0.14 195007 196060 6061 1.00 Ool5 208. 79 2100:n 2 .. 41 loOO Oo41 213036 214088 5o77 1.00 Ool7 214088 216.41 3o3l 1.00 0.30 263065 265.00 s.92 1.00 Oo 17 21t6oSI 2!Hlo04 6.09 1.00 Oo 16 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION lNTERVAL METHOD 
OEPTH INTERVAL AVERAr.E THERMAL HEAT FLUX 














































METHOD 62 FLUX= lo02 HoFoUo • OF CONDUCTIVITIES: 9o0 
UPPER DEPTH 54oft6 LOWER DEPTH 292061 METERS 
~; - -"' -"' - -r J, --~-
ii : -







"-t ~ ·•··• 
GO .•' 
Ln •' "' .. ~ ... 
•' w ••• 
1 i7i •••• 0 •••• s •.•. 
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NDSWC 3558 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
OLlVER COUNTY 142N 84W SECTJON 24 88A 
47 06• 42" NQqTH LATITUDE 101 16• 27" WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG= 8.15 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLtNG 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 25 1975 12 2 1967 12 I 1967 12 2 1967 
DRtLLfNG P~RIOD= 1 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2790 















































































































USGS OBSERVATION WATF.R WELL 






















HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT ~LUX 















































METHOD •2 FLUX: lo03 H.F.Ue • OF CONOUCTlVITIES= 9.0 
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Nl>GS 2894 BROWN .ET. AL. US GOVT. SEISMIC SITE 
GOLDEN VALLEY COUNTY 142N IOZW SECTION 24 NE NE 
47 6• 34• NORTH LATITUOE 103 40• 4• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF Jl!'NPERATURE LDG=l8o30 tfOURSoNINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
6 2 1976 9 29 1964 8 10 1964 9 25 1964 
DRILLING PERIOD= 46 DAYS OAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 4265 


























































































































OEPTH RESlSTANCE DEPTH TEMPElU,TURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 




1300010 l lt68o00 396027 19073 
1350050 10962.00 411.63 
30042 
20.20 
1397.00 1 0780. 00 425.81 
29044 
20.61 




1460000 10485000 445001 21 o3l 
35016 
l500o10 10307000 457.23 21074 
3lo91 
l550o60 10108000 472062 22023 
38030 
t 6000 00 981\0oOO 487068 22.80 
28029 
1650000 9713050 502.92 23024 
26000 
1 700010 9563000 5l8ol9 23063 
27.42 
I 750 • QI) 9408000 533040 24005 
27068 
1800.70 9252000 548.85 24.48 
27026 
18470 10 911 4o 00 563000 24.86 
25071 
1877ol0 9031.00 572014 25010 
33022 
1925 • .30 8861050 585.83 25059 
36009 
1987.00 ff632o00 605. 64 26026 
35061 
2017010 8524.00 6140 81 26059 
36077 
2050.30 A403o00 624093 26096 
39022 
2100.50 8212000 640023 27056 
39087 
2150000 8025050 655032 28ol7 
41094 
2200.10 7831.50 670059 28081 
-43082 
2227030 7723000 678088 29017 
39068 
2257.40 7616000 688,06 29053 
43.63 
2300010 7452.50 701007 30010 
42095 
23500 60 7257.50 716046 30.76 
43060 
2400olM 70B9o00 731.52 31042 
44093 
24500 10 6908000 746079 32010 
45.70 
2500030 6729000 762009 32080 
44035 
2550000 6562000 777024 33048 
44004 
2617.00 5346000 797066 34038 
49096 
2647030 6238050 806090 34084 
44050 
2700000 6076000 822096 35055 
44040 
161 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERl4AL 
FEET OHIIIS M£rERS DEGREES C: GRADIENT 
DEGREES CJ'KII 
2750.10 5927.oo 838.23 36.23 
48.34 
2800.so 5769.00 853.59 36.97 
47.45 
2850.10 5621.00 868.71 37.69 
48.43 
2900.00 5473.70 883.92 38.43 
47.14 
2950.50 5333.30 899~31 39.15 
413.22 
3000.10 5196.60 914.43 39.88 
.3.41 
3067.10 5036.l)Q 934085 40077 
.2.93 
3097.70 •965.30 9 ••• 18 •1.17 
•0087 
3150 •• 0 4852.00 96002• •1082 
39 •• 2 
3200.30 •751.20 975 •• 5 •2o42 
.3.16 
3250.00 •6••-oo 990.60 •3o08 
48ot• 
3300.10 •527.oo 1005.87 .3.81 
51082 
3350010 ••o•.90 l02t.ll ••o60 
54078 
3•00.50 •278.30 1036 •• 7 •5o4• 
52001 
3•50.20 4163070 1051062 .6.23 
s1.11 
3517010 4017.50 1072001 47.27 
41078 
35.7020 3965030 1081.19 47.66 
35.2• 
3600000 3889.50 1097.28 •8.22 
35 •• 7 
3650.50 3818.20 1112.67 .8.77 
36.12 
3127•00 3710.80 1135.99 .9.61 
39.s• 
3757.00 3665.80 11•sot3 .9.97 
.6.56 
3800.30 3590.70 1158.33 50.59 
47.90 
3850.30 3503.90 11 73057 5to32 
45066 
3900.10 3•23.80 1188.75 s2.01 
45.5• 
3950.60 33.4090 1204.t• 52.71 
42.31 
4000.10 3275.00 1219023 53035 
37.99 
4050.30 3212070 1234.53 53.93 
39.42 
41 oo. 00 31.9.00 12•9.68 54053 
38.72 
4150.00 3087.50 1264.92 55012 
42074 
4200.00 3021.20 1280.16 55.77 
42.74 
4237.20 2973000 1291.50 56.26 
•o.93 
4267.20 2936.40 1300.64 56.63 
43.07 
•300.10 2a9•.ao 1310.67 57006 
48.08 
162 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEEi" OliNS METERS DEGREES C GRADIE14T 
DEGREES Cl'KM 
4350.30 2825.60 1325.97 57.80 
44,.33 
4387.90 2778.90 1337.4,3 58.31 
•2.19 
••17.oo 274,5.50 134,6.30 58.68 
35.07 
••50.00 2714.60 1356.36 59.03 
41.11 
4,500.00 2660.70 1371.60 59.66 
••-11 
4537.10 2618.70 1382.91 60.16 
44.68 
4567.70 2584,.20 1392.23 60.57 
4,7.96 
4601 • 00 2544.60 1402.38 61.06 
4,5.93 
4,650.00 2490.00 14,17.32 61.7'5 
4,8.80 
4,700.00 2432.4,0 1432.56 62.4,9 
56.50 
4750.10 2367.so , •• 7.83 63.35 
4,3.74, 
4800.20 2318.70 1463.10 64.02 
•2-•2 
4,850.30 2272.50 1478.37 64,.67 
•8-•8 
4,867.20 2255.00 14,83.52 64.92 
52.73 
4897.20 2221.60 1492.67 65.40 
5le56 
4950.00 2165.50 1508.76 66.23 
49,60 
4,997.4,0 2118.40 1523.21 66.95 
.6.09 
5007.20 2109.50 1526.19 67.09 
54.74, 
5050.00 2064,.00 1539.24 67.80 
51,87 
5100.00 2015.00 l55•h•8 68.59 
59.98 
5127.10 1985.00 1562.74 69.09 
65,66 
5138.70 1971010 1566.28 69.32 
63.56 
5157.20 1949.80 1571.91 69.68 
61el6 
5167.30 1938.60 1574.99 69.86 
56.43 
5187.10 1918.60 1581.03 70.20 
75.71 
5197000 1905.30 1584.05 70.43 
58.51 
5237.10 1864.40 1596.27 71.15 
73.69 
524,7.00 1851.90 1599.29 71.37 
45.13 
5300.00 1811.60 1615.4,4 72.10 
43.70 
5350.00 1775.70 1630.68 72.77 
35.57 
540;,.20 1747.00 164,5.98 73.31 
27.94 
5450.00 1725.00 1661.16 73.73 
29.78 
5477.00 1712.40 1669.39 73.98 
41.15 
163 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TENPERATURE THER'4AL FEET OHMS METERS 0£GREES C GRADIENT 
OE GREES C IIC.14 s•a7.20 1705.90 1672.50 7•.11 
5537.20 1667.oo 1687.7. 7 •• 8t!I 50.83 
5547070 1658.30 1690.9• 75006 55008 
5600030 1620.00 1706097 75085 49.26 
5650010 1583.S& 1722015 76062 
5c,.94 
5700000 1553000 1737036 77028 
43058 
23036 58000 00 1521.00 t767o8• 78000 
I •• 33 5817000 1520000 1773002 78002 • 
3o27 5828050 1519050 1776-53 78.03 I 18098 5875010 1507060 1 790. 73 78.30 
26.51 I 5937040 1485070 1809072 78.80 72.95 5<J48o60 1•75000 l 813o l 3 79005 
6007000 14660 70 1830093 79.25 l0o9• 
6017020 1•60olO 1834004 79 •• 0 5o.o3 
6075030 1451.70 1851. 75 79060 llo26 
6125000 1•37050 1866090 79·9· 
22.43 
6177000 1414080 1882.75 80 •• 9 
34077 
6187010 1•08.ao 1885083 80064 
47.99 
35087 6250.00 1381020 1905000 !ll o33 
I 37040 6300010 1358080 1920027 8l o90 32005 6350000 1340000 19350.8 82.39 
6427010 1320.50 1 CJ58o98 82090 
21.90 
6437.10 1308.50 1962003 83.22 
105033 
6•7sooo 1283080 1973.58 83.89 
58020 
6500.00 1273.60 1981.20 84018 
37.07 
\ t; \ 
164 











































HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL IETMOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 


































































METHOD •2 FLUX= lo66 H.F.Uo • OF CON0UCTIVITIES=11o0 
UPPER DEPTH 152040 LOWER DEPTH 1885.83 METERS 
165 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES C 
0
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NOGS 2894 BROWN oETo ALo US GOVT. SEISMIC SITE 
GOLOEN VALLEY COUNTY l<l2N 102W SECTION 2-l NE NE 
47 6• 3-l• NORTH LATITUDE 103 olO• 4• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG•l8o30 HOURSoMINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL OATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
6 2 1976 9 29 1964 8 10 1964 9 25 1964 
DRILLING PER(Qf):; <l6 OATS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 4265 
























































































































OEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THEAMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GAADlEHT 
OEGAEES Cl'lllll 
1250.00 11404.00 381.00 l9e20 
34.41 
1300.10 11168.00 396.27 19• 73 
30.42 
1350.50 10962.00 411.63 20.20 
29.44 
1397.00 10780.00 425081 20o6l 
28.19 
1427. 60 10667.00 435.13 20.88 
43063 
1460.00 10485000 445.01 2l o31 
35.16 
1500.10 10307.00 457.23 21.74 
31.91 
1550060 tOI08oOO 472062 22.23 
38.30 
1600000 9880.,00 487.68 22.80 
28.29 
1650.00 9713.50 502092 23.24 
26.00 
1700.10 9563.00 518.19 23.63 
27042 
1750000 9408.00 533040 24.05 
27.68 
1800. 70 9252.00 548.85 24.4,8 
27.26 
18470 10 9114.00 563.00 2+.86 
25.71 
1877.10 9031.00 572.14 25.10 
33.22 
1925.30 8861.50 586.83 25.59 
36009 
1987000 8632000 60S.64 26.26 
35.61 
2017010 8524000 614081 26059 
36077 
2050030 8403.00 624'.93 26.96 
39.22 
2100.50 8212000 6+0.23 27.56 
39.87 
2150.00 8025.50 655.32 28.17 
41.94 
2200.10 7831.50 670059 28.81 
4-3.82 
2227.30 7723.00 678.88 29.17 
39068 
2257040 7616.00 688.06 29.53 
43.63 
2300ol0 74-52.50 701.07 30.10 
42095 
2350. 60 7267.50 716 •• 6 30076 
43.60 
2+00.00 7089.00 731052 31.42 
44.93 
2450.10 6908000 746079 32.10 
45.70 
2500.30 6729000 762.09 32080 
44035 
2550.00 6562.00 777.24 33.48 
•4.04 
2617.0') 6346-00 797.66 34.38 
49.96 
2647.30 6238.50 806090 34.8• 





DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEIIIPERATUAE THERMAL FEET OHMS lllETERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES CntM 
2 7'50.10 5927000 838.23 36.23 




2850010 5621000 868.71 37069 
48 •• 3 
2900000 54,73.70 883092 311.43 
4,7.14 
2950.50 5333030 899031 39.15 
•8.22 
3000.10 5196.60 <114.'l,3 39.88 
•3o'l,l 
3067.tO 5036000 934,.95 •0077 
'l,2o93 
3097070 '11,965030 94,4.18 41ol7 
40087 
3150.4,0 •852000 960024 410112 




3250.00 464,4.00 990060 43008 
4801• 
3300010 4527000 1005087 'l,3o81 




34,00oso '11,278.30 l036o47 •s-•4 
52.01 
3'l,50o20 · 4163.70 1051062 46023 
51011 
3517.10 401 7oso 1072. t)I ,\7o27 
41.78 
3547020 3965030 1081.19 'l,7066 
35.24, 
3600.00 3889050 1097028 48022 
3650e51t 3818020 1112.67 
35047 
.. 8.77 
3727000 3710.80 l 135099 
36ol2 
'l,9o61 
39.54 3757. 00 3665.80 114,S.13 'l,9o97 
•6056 3800030 3590070 1158033 50.59 
47090 
3850030 3503090 1173.57 51032 
45066 3900010 3423.80 1188075 52a1H 
3950060 33 .. 4090 1204014 52.71 
45054 
•000.10 42031 32750 ()() 1219023 53.35 
37.99 4050030 3212070 123 •• 53 53.93 
39042 41 oo. 00 3149000 1249 .. 68 54053 
38.72 4150000 3087050 1264,.92 5s.12 
4200.00 3021020 1280016 55077 
42.74 
4237.20 2973.00 1291.50 5&.26 
42.74 
40093 4267020 2936.40 1300.64 56.63 
43007 
4300.10 2894.80 1310.67 57.06 
48.08 
170 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TENPf:RA TURE THl!:RNAt. 
F!!ET OHMS lltETERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C/KM 
4350.30 2825.60 1325.97 '57.80 
44.33 
4387.90 2778.90 1337.43 58. :n 
42.19 
4417.00 2745.50 t.346.30 58.68 
35.07 
4450.00 2714.60 1356.36 59.03 
41.ll 
4500. 00 2660.70 1371.60 '59.66 
44.11 
4537.10 2618.70 13112.91 60.16 
44.68 
.. 567.70 2584.20 1392.23 60.57 
47.96 
4601.00 2544.60 l 402.38 61.06 
45.93 
4650.00 2490.00 1417.32 61.75 
411.110 
4 700. 00 2432.40 1432.56 62.49 
56.50 
4750. l 0 2367.50 1447.113 63.35 
43.74 
41100.20 2318.70 1463.10 64.02 
42.42 
4850.30 2272.50 1478.37 64.67 
48.48 
4867.20 225s.oo 14113.52 64.92 
52.73 
4897.20 2221.60 1492.67 65.40 
51.56 
4950.00 211'1'5.50 1508.76 66023 
49.60 
4997.40 2118.40 1523021 66095 
46.09 
5007.20 2109.50 1526.19 67009 
54. 74 
5050.00 2064.00 1539.24 67080 
51.87 
5100.00 2015.00 155•h48 68.59 
59098 
5127.10 1985.00 1562.74 69.09 
65.66 
5138.70 1971.10 1S66o28 69.32 
63056 
5157.20 1949.80 1571.91 69.68 
61.16 
5167.30 1938.60 1574099 69.86 
51h43 
5187.10 1918060 1581.03 10.20 
75.71 
5197.00 1905.30 15840 05 70.43 
58.51 
5237.10 1864.40 1596.27 71.15 
73.69 
5247.00 1851.90 1599.29 71.37 
45.13 
5300.00 1811.60 1615.44 72.10 
430 70 
5350000 1775. 70 1630.68 72.77 
5400.20 1747000 1645.98 
35057 
73.31 





1712.40 1669.39 73098 
41.15 
171 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH 
TEMPERATURE Tltll!'.RMAL 
FEET OHMS Mf!TERS 
DEGREES C GRllDIENT DEGREES C/KM 
5487.20 1705.90 -1672050 
74.ll so.83 
5537.20 1667000 1687.74 
74.811 ss.os 
5547. 70 16511.30 1690.94 
75.06 49.26 
5600.30 1620.00 1706.97 
75.s5 50094 
5650.10 1583050 1722015 
76.62 43.58 
5700.00 1553.00 1737036 
77.28 23.36 
5800000 1s21.oo 1767084 
78000 •• 33 
5817000 1s20000 1773.02 
78002 3.27 
5828050 1519.50 1776053 
78.03 18098 
5875010 1507060 1790. 73 
78030 26.51 
5''>"37.•o l 485o'70 lR09o72 
,a.so 72095 
'5948.60 14,75.00 1813e I 3 
79oOS lOo94 
6007000 146&.70 1830093 
79o2'5 50003 
6017.20 1460010 1834004 
79040 11026 
6075.30 14'5·1 o 70 18'51• 75 
79.60 2:!e43 
6125000 1437050 1866090 
79094 34077 
6177000 1414080 J !J82o 75 
80o'l,9 47.99 
tH 87.10 1408.80 1885.83 
80064 35o!J7 
6250.00 1381020 190S.OO 
81033 37040 
63000 JO 1358080 1920027 
8lo90 32.05 
6350.00 1340.00 1935.48 
82039 21090 
6427.10 1320050 1958.9ft 
82e90 10'5o33 
6437.10 1308.50 1962003 
83022 5So20 
6475.00 12A3o!JO 1973.58 
83o!J9 37007 
6500000 1273.60 1981020 
84.18 
172 




153 •• 8 160.62 
234.00 2•2.00 
335.00 343.50 








THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL ~ESISTIVITY 
4.10 1.00 0.24 
4.1a 1.00 0.24 
5.88 1.00 0.17 
3.,.98 1.00 0.25 
4.40 1.00 0.23 
•• 56 1.00 0.22 
4.34 ,.oo 0.,23 
2.37 1.00 o.•2 
2.50 1.00 0.40 
2068 1.00 0.37 
2.22 1.00 0.,45 
3o28 1.00 o.30 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 



































































METHOD ~2 FLUX= 1.33 HoF.Uo • OF CONOUCTIVITIES=lloO 
UPPER DFPTH 152040 LOWF.R DEPTH 1885.83 IFTERS 











w<.0 ::::tl Cl 
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NOGS.2~94 BROWN .ET• AL. US GOVTe SEISMIC SITE 
GOLDEN VALLEY COUNTY 142N t02W SECTION 24 NE NE 
47 6 1 34• NORTH LATITUDE 103 40• 4• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE LOG#l0•3S HOURSeMINUTES 
OAT: LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
C0"1PLETED TERMINATION 
3 27 1976 9 29 1964 8 10 1964 9 25 1964 
DIULLING PERIOD: 46 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 4198 
CASING SIZE 17.78C"1 ELEVATION 815.64 METERS ABOVE M•S•L• 
OEf>TH RE:SISTANCE DEPTH TE14PERATURE THERMAL 
F~T OHJIS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES c,KM 
o.o 20600.00 0.0 7.33 
54.07 
100.00 19150.00 30.48 8.97 
23.78 
200.00 18550.00 60.96 9.70 
17.09 
303.00 18120.00 92.35 10.23 
26.85 
•01.00 17500.00 122.22 11.0• 
38.07 
500.')() 16670.00 152.40 12.19 
24.34 
600.00 16158.00 182.88 12.93 
3s.20 
70(). 00 15450.00 213,36 14.00 
31.67 
800.00 14840.00 243.84 14.97 
1!8. 77 
900.00 14308.00 274.32 as.a• 
30.98 
l 000. 00 13760. 00 304.80 16.79 
3t.94 
1101.00 13215.00 335.58 17.77 
42.62 
1200.00 12540.00 365.76 19.06 
35.70 
1300.00 12000.00 39fio24 20.14 
38.98 
1400.00 1144().00 426072 21.33 
36.19 
1487.00 11010.00 453.24 22.29 
DEPTH INTERVAL THEfHIAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
140.00 t51.oo 4ol0 1.00 0.24 
153.00 160.62 4.18 1.00 0.24 
2:J •• 78 2•2.92 5.118 1.00 0.17 
334.36 343.50 3o98 1.00 0.25 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL NIETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 


























~ETHOO 12 FLUX= lo46 H.F.u. I UF CONDUCTIVITIES• 3.0 
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NDSWC 4812 USGS OBSERVATION WATER W£Ll. 
GOLDEN VALLEY COUNTY l43N 105W SECTION 33 BOO 
47 to• 1•• ~ORTH LATITUDE 103 59• 58•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE LO(lol:18.0S HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGEt> DATE WELL DATE SPUDOEO DATE CF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TEftMINATION 
3 27 1976 7 30 1975 7 15 1975 7 30 1975 
DRILLING PERIOO= 15 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD: 240 






























































































1 s2. 40 153.92 
155.44 156.97 
151!. 49 160. 02 
161. 54 163.06 




237 o 74 239. 27 
178 
USGS OBSERVATION WATER WE\.L 






















HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL IIIIETHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 












.. ,_ 0.21 
39.0l 








METHOD •2 FLUX= 1o62 HoFoUo • OF CONOUCTlVlTIES= 9o0 
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NDSWC 4599 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
DUNN COUNTY 144N 94W SECTION 7 DAA2 
47 18' 49• NORTH LATITUDE 102 37• 52• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNlVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG~l9.48 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATF. WELL DATE SPUOOED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
8 13 1975 10 5 1973 10 l 1973 10 4 1973 
DRILLING PERIOD~ 3 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIO~ 678 
CASING SIZE So08CM ELEVATION 692.81 METERS ABOVE M.S.L. 
DF.PTH RESISTANCE 
FEET DH .. S 
o.o 













































































































THERMAL HUll8ER IN 
CONOUCTIYITY INTERVAL 
























HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 










































METHOD M2 FLUX= lol3 HoF.U. • OF CONDUCTlVITIES=lloO 
UPPER DEPTH 76020 LOWER DEPTH 274.62 filETERS 
'·· ~ i 
~ f 
~ 
c:, - -c:, -i -' - -+ r a:, -c:, 
11' II 
X 
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NOSWC 4814 USGS 08SER¥ATION WATER WELL 
BILLINGS COUNTY 144N IOOW SECTION 24 BOO 
47 16• 40•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 17• 55•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOGa s.15 HOURS.MINUTES 
OATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE CF DRILLING 
CDMPt..ETED TERM I NAT ION 
J 25 1976 8 JO 1975 8 15 1975 8 18 1975 
DRILLING PERIOO= 3 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOOa 219 












































































































DEPTH r NT ERV AL 
METERS 
169016 170068 
t 85. 92 187.45 










USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
THERMAL NUMBER IN 
COIIIDUCT IV I TY f r,fTERV AL 
4o24 loOO 
4.00 l oOO 
3.93 1.00 
4.oo 1.00 




















HEAT FLUK CALCULATION INTERVAL NETHOD 
DEPTH Ir,fTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 





































METHOD 1112 FLUK= lo73 H.F.Uo Ill OF CONOUCTlVITIES=lloO 
UPPER DEPTH 152040 LOWER DEPTH 454.15 METERS 
ll3 w-
"' t GO 0 0 •1• ...... ' iii ct r r-.. -. 
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NOSWC 4815 USGS OSSERYATION •ATER •ELL 
BILLINGS COUNTY 144N IOO• SECTION 24 8DD 
47 16• 40•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 17• 5S•• •EST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=17o09 HOURS.MINUTF.S 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
3 26 1976 8 30 1975 8 t5 1975 8 18 1975 
DRILL tNG PERIOD-=: 3 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 220 

























































































































DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTlt TEMPERATURE THERMAL FEET OHMS METERS DEGRl!:ES C Gl'IADIENT 
1450.oo 10228.00 441.96 24.16 
DEGREl!:S C"1CN 









0.'-!4 185.92 187.45 














4o45 I• 00 
4066 1.00 














HF.AT FLUX CALCULATION INTE:RVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 





























METHOD•? FLUX= lo65 HeFoUo • OF CONDUCTIVITIES=lloO 
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NDSWC 4814 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
BILLINGS COUNTY 144N IOOW SECTION 24 BDO 
47 16• 4o•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 17• 55•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=ll•20 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATF. LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SP\JODED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
4 23 1976 8 30 1975 8 15 1975 8 18 1975 
DRILLING PERIOD~ 3 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOO= 248 






























































































































DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS 111!1'ERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C,'KN 
1352.ll 9270.00 412.12 24043 
32061 
1399088 9100000 426068 24.90 
35.94 
1448013 8915.00 441039 25043 
62.47 
1496.97 8600000 456028 26.36 
37048 
1546.19 8416.00 471028 26092 
30082 
1595.41 8268.00 486028 27039 
27021 
l 6400 77 8150.00 soo.11 27076 o.o 
1650032 8150000 503002 27076 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
folf'TERS CONDUCTIYtTY HHERVAL RESISTIVITY 
169.16 170068 4o24 1.00 Oo24 
l '15. 92 187.45 4.00 1.00 Oo25 
204021 205.74 3o93 loOO Oo25 
208.78 210.31 4o00 loOO Oo25 
219.45 220098 4o91 loOO Oo20 
227007 228060 4o45 loOO Oo22 
234069 235022 4.66 loOO Oo21 
235.40 236022 4.33 1.00 0.23 
240079 242.:n 4o00 loOO 0.25 
414.S3 416.05 4.54 loOO 0.22 
417oS8 41'Jol0 5o38 loOO Oo 19 
422014 423067 4o53 l oOO Oo22 
HE4T FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 
MFTERS CONOUCTtVfTY GRAOlENT MICROCAL 
t 61 o A2 
176.56 







































fo!ETHOO 62 FLUX= 1.e2 HoFoUo f OF CONDUCTIVJTIES=12o0 
UPPER DEPTH 147.17 LOWER DEPTH 456.28 IETERS 
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NDSWC 4815 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
BILLINGS COUNTY 144N IOOW SECTION 24 800 
47 16° 40•• NORTH LATITUDE 103 17• S5•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=20o00 IIOURS.MINUTES 
DAT~ LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
4 23 1976 8 30 1975 8 15 1975 8 18 1975 
DRILLING PERIOOS 3 DAYS AAYS SINC~ lST PERIOD~ 248 




























































































































I 447. 71 8870.50 
1496.00 8610.00 
J 545.16 8389.00 
1547.57 8381'1.00 














DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 




































HEAT FLUX CALCut.ATION INTERVAL IETHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 




































METHOD •2 FLUX= lo82 H.F.Uo • OF CONDUCTIVITIE">=lloO 
UPPER DEPTH 161.82 LOWER DEPTH 455098 lilETERS 
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NOSWC 3991 US6S OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
STEELE COUl'ffY 145N S4W SECTION 27 COC 
47 20• 24• NORTH LATITUOE 97 31• 52• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVF.RSAL TINE OF TENPERATURE LOG=l9o00 HOURS.NINUTES 
OATE LOGGED OATE WELL DATE SPUDDED OATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
2 22 1975 6 2 1970 6 1 1970 6 2 1970 
DRILLING PERIOD= 1 OAYS DAYS SIJ«:E 1ST Pf!RIOO= 1725 
CASING SIZE IOol6CN ELEVATION 249094 METERS ABOVE M.S.L. 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TI!MPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C.fKM 
100.00 2it,900ooo 30048 3.13 
11.53 
150.00 ?.4700.00 45.72 3.31 
l"o42 
160000 24650000 48.77 3.35 
24.83 
l80oOO 24480000 54.86 3o50 
26047 
200000 24300000 60.96 3o67 
19022 
220.00 ?•H 70000 67006 3o78 
2!5o35 
?.40.00 24100.00 73ol5 3o94 
40.69 
260000 23730000 79.2!5 •• 19 
38013 
2ao.oo 23480000 85034 4o42 
!52066 
300000 23llt,Oo00 91044 4.74 
79.1• 
320. 00 ·22&.-0oOO 97.5• 5022 
90099 
3.-0.00 221)80.0(t 103063 5o78 
75.13 
360000 21630000 109073 6023 
96oO• 
380000 21070000 It 50132 6082 
88027 
•00000 20570.00 I 21092 7.36 
8.-.3.-
420000 20105.00 128002 7.87 
3.-. 76 
4'25.00 20058.00 129054 7o93 
DEPTH INT ERV AL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
60096 62.•a 3.58 loOO !to28 
71063 73.15 3.32 loOO 0.30 
96. 01 97054' 2086 1.00 Oo35 
102.11 103063 lo93 1.00 o.s2 
1200 70 121.90 lo93 1.00 o.s2 
HEAT Ft.UX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 
































MFTHOO •2 FLUX= 1.s• H.F.u. • OF CONDUCTIVITIES- s.o 
UPPER OEPTH 60.96 LOWER DEPTH 121092 Ml!:TERS 
,·i 
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NDSWC 3991 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
STEELE COUNTY 145N 54W SECTION 27 CDC 
47 20• 24* NORTH LATITUDE 97 31• 52• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIIIE DF TEMPERATURE LOG=16.35 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
3 14 1975 6 2 1970 6 1 1970 6 2 1970 
DRILLING PERJOI)~ l OAVS DAVS SINCE 1ST PERlOO- 1745 










2300 00 24380000 
250 o 00 242&0. 00 
2&0. 00 24320.00 



















































































































USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
THERMAL NUMBER IN 
CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL 












HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL NETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT Fl.UK 


























METHOD #2 FLUX= lo34 HoFoUo # OF CONDUCTIVITIESs 5o0 
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NDSWC 3991 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
STEELE COUNTY 145N 54W SECTION 27 CDC 
47 20• 24• NORTH LATITUDE 97 31• 52• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG&22e00 HOURS ... INUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL OATE SPUDDED DATE OF ORl~LING 
COMPLETED TERlltNATIDN 
7 27 1975 6 2 1970 6 1 1970 6 2 1970 
DRILLING PERIOD= l OAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1880 
CASING SIZE l0ol6CM ELEVATION 249094 METERS ABOVE M.S.Lo 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEIIPEltATURF. THERMAL 
FEET OHIIS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES c,KII 
o.o •noo.oo o.o 27.14 
-762.43 
50000 14500.00 15.24 15.52 
-550.60 
l 00.00 20780000 30e48 7ol3 
16.39 
150.00 20550000 45.72 7.38 
19.50 
200000 20280.00 60.96 7.68 
28.82 
255.oo 19850.00 77.72 8016 
50.1\4 
300.00 19250.00 91.44 a.as 
73.75 
325.00 18780.00 99.06 9o42 
4.81 
350.00 18750.00 106.68 9.45 
82.63 
375.00 16240.00 114.30 10.08 
31.53 
41)0. 01'1 18050.00 121.92 l G.32 
4.13 
425.00 l 8025.00 129.54 10.35 
25.31 
430.00 17995.00 131.06 10.39 
DEPTl-f INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER JN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY tMTERYAL RESISTIVITY 
60.96 62.48 3.58 t.oo 0.28 
71.63 73015 3,.32 1.00 0.30 
96.01 97.54 2.96 1.00 1).35 
102.11 103.63 1o93 1.00 0.52 
120.70 121.90 1.93 1.00 0.52 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 



























METHOD •2 FLUX= 1.10 H.F.u. • OF CONOUCTIYITIES= 5o0 
UPPER DEPTl-f 6Go96 LOWER DEPTH 121.92 METERS 
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NDSWC 351"5 USGS ORSERVATIDN WATf!R WELL 
~ERCER COUNTY 146N 90W SECTION 20 CCC 
47 26• 41• NORTH LATITUDE 102 10• 59• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNTVERSAL TIME OF fEMPERATURE LOG=24e00 HOURSoNINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
5 14 1975 6 15 1968 6 14 1968 6 IS 1968 
DRILLING PERIOD= 1 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2523 





















































































169. "" 190.50 
201.17 
203 
USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
THERMAL NUMBER IN 
CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL 
... 28 1.00 
3.10 1. 00 
3,0l 1.00 













HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
OEPTK INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT Fl.UK 










































14ETHOO •2 FLUX= Oe94 H.F.Uo • OF CDNOUCT1VITIES= 7.0 
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NDSWC 3575 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
MERCER COUNTY 146N 90W SECTION 20 CCC 
47 26• 41• l'IORTH LATITUDE 102 tO• 59• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE L06*23.25 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE CF DRILLING 
COMPl.ETED TERMINATION 
4 22 1975 6 15 1968 6 14 1968 6 15 1968 
DRILLING PERIOD: l DAYS DAYS SINCE ISY PERIOD= 2501 





































































THERMAL NU118ER IN THERMAL 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
0.33 124.97 13'1-.49 3oOI l oOO 
167. 64 169.16 2.59 I .oo 0.39 
lSB.98 190050 4o87 1.00 0.21 
199.64 201.17 4o07 loOO 0.2s 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL IIIETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY GRADIENT NICROCAL 



















HoFoU. STD DEV o.573 
~ETHOO •2 FLUX= o.68 H .• F.u. II OF CONDUCTIVITIES= 4.0 
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NDSWC 4597 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WEU. 
DUNN COUNTY 146N 96W SECTION 14 COO 
47 27• 35• NORTH LAflTUOE 102 52• 37• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TINE OF TEMPERATURE LOG=18o22 HOURS.MINUTES 
OAfE LOGGED DATE '"=!:LL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COl'IPLETEO TERl'IINATIDN 
8 t• 197S 7 30 1973 7 14 1973 7 16 1973 
DRILLING PERIOD~ 2 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD• 759 
CASING SIZE s.08CM ELEVATION 771.45 METERS ABOVE 14.S.L• 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEE:T OHMS l'l!'!TERS DEGREES C GRAOIENT 
O!'!GREES CJ'KN 
o.o 12745.00 o.o 18.66 
-353.49 
51.00 16000.00 15.54 J 3.16 
-231.32 
101. 00 18600.00 30.78 9e64 
-36.42 
150.00 19050.00 45e72 9.09 
5.86 
200.00 18975.00 60.96 9.1a 
32.15 
259.00 18500.00 78.94 9.76 
29.72 
310.00 18130.00 94.49 10.22 
40.01 
39q.oo 17300.00 121.62 11.31 
52.37 
454.00 16670.00 138.38 12.19 
31.24 
5to.oo 16300.00 155.45 12.72 
49.26 
548.00 15915.00 167.03 13.29 
53.73 
560.00 15785.00 170e69 13.49 
DE'PTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METE'RS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
62048 64.0l 3o97 1.00 0.25 
65.53 67.06 3e72 1.00 0.27 
68. 51' 70.10 4.41 1.00 0.23 
71.63 73.15 3.14 1.00 0.32 
7 •• 68 76.20 ·3.61 1.00 0.2a 
80.77 1'!2. 30 3.27 1.00 Oo31 
83.82 85.34 3.50 1.00 0.29 
139.92 91 ,.44 3.30 1.00 0.30 
156.97 1511.50 3.32 1 .. 00 0.30 
160.02 161.57 2.24 1.00 0.45 
163.07 164.59 3.43 1.00 0.29 
HEAT Fl.UX CALCULATION INTERVAL l'IETMOD 
OEPfH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 
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METHOD 42 FLUX= le30 H.F.u. • OF CONOUCTIVtTIES=lloO 
UPPER DE:PTH 60096 LOWER DEPTH 167003 METERS 
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Nl>GS 5086 BARNWELL STATE l-16 
MCKENZIE COUNTY 146N 103W SECTION 16 NE NE 
47 28• 25• NORTH LATITUDE 103 47• 58• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=ts.oo HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED GATE WELL DATE SPUDDED OATE OF ORILLING 
COMPLETEO TERMINATION 
7 24 1976 7 3 1972 5 27 1972 6 29 l972 
DRILLING PERIOOa 33 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 1485 























I 761 o 70 
l 791 o 80 










































































































DF.PTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TENPERATURE THERIIIIAL 
FEET OHMS METERS 01!::GREES C GRADIENT 
2242.20 6313.20 683 .. 42 
DEGREES CJ'KM 
.J4.51 




2392.60 5840.20 729.26 36.63 




2533020 5410.80 772.12 38075 
49048 
2562.so 5326.00 781.05 39019 




2622060 5153.00 799037 40ol2 
50080 
2700040 4938.,:JO 823.08 4lo:J2 
51.06 
2800030 4676.50 853.5:J 42088 
2901.30 4467050 884032 
42080 
44ol9 
3000020 4276.50 914046 
41085 
45046 




3143010 3962.50 958.02 47.68 
48.93 
3300.20 3660.00 1005090 50002 
40.50 
340lol0 35toooo 1036066 51027 
39069 
3500020 3372050 1066.86 52047 
47084 
3654050 3129050 1113089 54071 




3800.20 2943040 1158030 56056 
38.76 
3893.90 2837090 1186086 57066 
37.10 
3914000 2816.80 1192099 57.89 
43.32 
4000.00 2715.00 1219020 59003 
46.22 
4100050 2595000 1249083 60.44 
48.92 
4200080 2475.00 1280040 61094 
so.56 
4304030 2354000 1311.95 63054 
:JOo51 
4334060 2333040 1321019 63.82 
44048 
4394030 2275040 1339.38 64063 
55082 
4424050 2239050 1348.59 65.14 
58065 
4500.20 2148000 1371066 66050 
50016 
4664070 1989050 1421080 69001 
53037 
4694060 1960.50 1430091 59.50 
53.61 
4754080 1902.60 ·"" 449026 70048 ~~· 
211 
































































HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL tlETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 























































































METHOD •2 FLUX= lo61 H.FoUo f OF CONOUCTtVtTIES=25oO 
UPPER DEPTH 121092 LOWER DEPTH 1449.26 METERS 
212 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES C 
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HOGS 5086 BARNWELL STATE 1-16 
NCKENZIE COUNTY 1•6N 103W SECTION 16 NE ME 
.7 2e• 25• NORTH LATITUDE 103 •7• 58• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVF.RSAL TINE OF TEN?ERATURE LOG=:19.00 ltOURSoNINUTES 
OATE LOGGEn DATE WELL DATE SPUODEO DATE OF DRILLING 
CDNPLETEO TERMINATION 
7 14 1975 7 3 1972 5 27 1972 6 29 1972 
DRILLING PERIO°"' 33 OAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERlOO= 1110 
CASING SIZE 11.e6CN ELEVATION 722.07 lilETERS ABOVE •• s.L. 
DEPTH RESISTANCE 
FEET OHMS 
o.o I 3835.00 
so.oo 17•88.oo 
100000 17370.00 
150. 30 17086.00 
200.10 16743000 
250. 00 16345. 00 
300010 1'>924000 
350000 15460000 
400 • 00 149950 00 
450000 14612000 
500000 1U!33.00 

















































411 o 51 
TEMPERATURE THERNAL 


























































OEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH 
TE•PERATUAE THERMAL 
FEET OHIIIS 




426.78 24o4l 27.52 
1450. 20 9124.60 
442• 02 24.83 1a.54 
1soo.10 9025.00 
457.23 2s.12 24.86 
1sso.20 8893.00 
472.so zs.49 29.84 
t600.l0 8738.00 
4,87• 71 2s.95 44.51 
1657.40 8480.00 
sos.ta 26073 4,3.53 
1700.00 8298.00 
518.16 27.29 39.12 
1750. 00 81 ll •00 
533040 27089 39.31 
t 8000 00 7928000 
548064 28.49 39.11 
1 as1.oo 7745.00 
564.18 29.09 42.52 
1900000 7559.00 
579012 29.73 35009 
1950.10 7406.00 
594039 30o27 39.2s 
2000.00 7244000 
609060 30085 43.os 
2050.10 7066000 
624,.87 3lo5o s2.14 








670056 33068 43.52 
2250010 6352.00 685083 
34.35 4,2069 
2301040 6197000 701047 
35002 48072 
2350010 6034000 7l6o.Jl 
35074 42.60 
2'400ol0 5892050 73lo5S 
36039 
45.52 
2450.00 5746000 746.76 37008 50088 
2500000 5587.00 762000 37.86 50069 
2550.00 5433080 777.24 38063 46046 
2600. 00 5298.00 792.48 39.34 54.22 
2650.20 5144.00 R07o78 40017 53.90 
2700010 4997000 822.99 40.99 
43.68 
2750.20 4ea1.oo 838026 41065 
49.97 
2800000 4753. 00 853044 42.41 
43.62 
2850000 4644.00 868.68 43.08 
40064 
2900.00 11,545020 883092 43,. 70 
2950.10 4444040 899019 
42042 
44.34 




DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL FEl!:T OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
3050010 . 4254.70 929.67 45.60 
DEGREES Cl'KM 
3100.10 4139.50 944.91 46.40 
52.29 
3150.30 4036050 96CJ.:U 47.14 
48.03 
3200. 00 3923.50 975.36 47.97 
54096 
3250.70 3821.50 990 .. 81 48.74 
50.22· 
3300.10 3725.30 1005087 49050 
50.01 
3350 .. 00 3646070 1021.09 50.13 
4lo51 
34000 00 357t.3o 1036.32 50.75 
40.75 
3450000 3499040 1051056 51036 
39083 
3500000 3432050 1066080 51.93 
37093 
3550.00 3366.90 1082.04 52052 
38008 
36000 00 3284060 1097.28 53.26 
49002 
3650000 3202.50 1112.52 54003 
50.19 
3700020 3132.00 1127.82 54069 
43040 
3 750. 00 . 3067.00 1143.00 5'5. 32 
41.35 
3800030 3003060 l158o33 55.95 
40.96 
3850.00 2944000 1173.48 56o"i5 
39094 
3900.00 2885030 1188.72 57.16 
39099 
3950.20 2834.40 1204002 57070 
35.36 
40r>1.oo 2780.oo 1219. 50 58029 
38.17 
40'50000 2720.00 1234.44 58097 
45.35 
4100.00 266tooo 1249.68 59.66 
44094 
4150.00 2599040 1264.92 60039 
48020 
4200000 2541.20 12110016 61 o 10 
4fio8l 
4250000 2484.90 1295.40 61 o8t 
46.51 
4300000 2436040 1310064 62044 
4lo09 
56007 4350.oo 2372000 1325.118 63029 
4400000 2332010 1341012 63084 
35066 
4450. 70 2279060 1356.57 64057 
47038 
4500.00 2222090 1371.60 65038 
54.17 
4550.10 2164090 1386087 66024 
56017 
461>1>0 IQ 2114090 14020 ll 67.0Q 
49098 




BEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEIIPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS IIIETERS OEGREES C GRADIENT 
OEGREES CJ'KIII 
•700. 00 2023.50 t•32e56 68 •• 5 
59.53 
•7so.10 1968.60 1••7083 69.36 
51027 
•800.20 1922.20 1463010· 70.1• 
57.52 
•s5oooo 1871.90 1•78.28 71.02 
55.30 
•900.00 1824.80 1493052 71086 
62.89 
•959050 l 763030 1511066 73.00 
6•.22 
5000.00 1722000 1524000 73 .• 79 
52005 
5050020 1681.60 1539030 74059 
45e9• 
5100020 1647.00 1554.54 75.29 
•2·90 
5150000 1615060 1569072 75094 
32062 
S209o00 1587.90 1587.70 76.53 
22017 
5250040 1574090 1600032 76elll 
68.01 
5300010 1528.10 1615 •• 7 77.8• 
•8.65 
5350. 00 1495050 1630.68 78058 
•0029 
5400.00 1469010 1645092 79019 
34065 
5450.oo 1446080 1661016 79.72 
25.31 
5500020 1•30070 1671>.46 80. ll 
16.14 
5561000 1•18040 1694.99 80.40 
12055 
5600000 1412030 1706088 80055 
14048 
5650030 1403030 1722.21 80078 
25032 
5700.00 1387090 1737036 8lol6 
31021 
5750000 1369010 1752.60 81064 
27010 
58000 00 1353000 1767084 82.05 
23086 
5850.50 1338.90 1783023 82042 
25031 
5900000 1324.40 1798.32 82,80 
33000 
595>0.00 1305060 1813.56 83030 
21036 
51100.10 1293.60 1828083 83.63 
33039 
6050040 1275000 1844.16 84014 
.7o57 
61 !10. 00 1249040 1859.28 A4.86 
44.72 
6157030 1222.30 1876.74 8506. 
.4.83 
621)1).00 1202060 1889.76 86.22 
32084 
6250040 1185090 1905.12 86073 
56.84 
6 :10,,. 30 1157090 1920.31 87059 
35066 
218 
OE?TH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEll?ERATURE THERMAL FEET OHltS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES Ch(M 6350.00 1140.80 1935.48 88 .. 13 
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TEMPERATURE DEGREES C 
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NOGS 5086 8ARHWE1.L STATE l-16 
MCKENZ(E COUNTY 146N 103W SECTION l6 NE NE 
47 28• 25• NORTH LATITUDE 103 47• 58• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIYF.RSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=14.35 'HOURS.MINUTES 
OATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
7 13 197S 7 3 1972 5 27 1972 6 29 1972 
DRILLING PERIOD: 33 OAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOO- 1109 




























































































































DEPTH RESISTANCE OEP1"H Tl"IIIPERATUAE 1"HERMAL FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
I 050. 00 11913.00 320.04 20.32 
DEGREES CJ'KIII 
1100.00 11555.00 335.28 21.os 
49.77 
1150.00 11266.00 350.52 21.72 
41.49 
1200. 00 10970.00 365.76 22-0 38 
43.83 
42.77 1250000 10690.00 381.00 23.04 
1300.00 10447.oo 396.24 23062 
38.18 
34.97 1350.00 10230.00 411.48 24ol5 
1397.00 10172.00 425-081 24-29 
10.12 
DEPTH INT ERV At. THER"4At. NUIIIBER IN THER"4AL METERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY l5lo49 155.00 4.oo 1.00 0 .. 25 156.00 160.63 4o0l 1.00 0.25 
HEAT FLUK CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERV't. AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT Ft.UK 













HeFoUo STD DEV 00359 
MET~OO •2 Ft.UK= lo32 HoFeU• • OF CONDUCTIVITIES= 2.0 
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NDSWC 2615 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
GR,ND FORKS COUl'ITY 150N SOW SECTION 28 AAA 
47 47' t6• NORTH LATITUDE 97 02• 47• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=t7.30 HOURS.MINUTES 
OATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
9 15 1976 9 2 1966 9 l 1966 9 2 1966 
ORtLLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 3663 
CASING SIZE 3.8tCM ELEVATION 259.08 METERS A80VE M.s.L. 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEIIIPERA TURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C/ICM 
o.o l250'f.OO o.o 19.12 
-1657.24 
25.00 21385.00 7.62 6.49 
397.10 
50.00 18700.00 15.24 9.51 
16.02 
75. 00 18600.00 22.86 9.,64 
-31,98 
100.<)0 1880(J. 00 30.48 9.39 
48.19 
125,00 18500.00 38.10 9.76 
-4.87 
1so.oo 18530.00 45.72 <J.72 
29.25 
175.00 18350.00 53.34 9o95 
9o84 
200.00 IB290.00 60.96 10.02 
3.59 
22:1.00 1 e:no.oo 67.97 10 .. 05 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METf=RS CONIJUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
34."i2 31'iol2 4.00 1.00 0.2s 
40.92 42.52 5.70 1.00 0.18 
50052 sz.12 5.79 lo 00 0.1 7 
55 • 331 56093 6.03 1.00 0.17 
58.53 60.13 4.39 1.00 0.23 
HEAT FLU~ CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH tNTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 



























METHOD •2 FLUX= Oo55 HeFeUo • OF COHOUCTIVITIES= 4e0 
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NOSWC 2615 USGS OBSERVATION WATER Wl:1..L 
GRAND FORKS COUNTY 150N SOW SECTION 28 AAA 
47 47• 16• NORTH LATITUDE 97 02• 47" WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVF.RSAL TIME OF TEMPF.RA~URE LOG=l7.30 HOURS.MlNUTES 
DATE LOGGF.D OATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COIIPI..ETED TERMINATlON 
9 15 1976 9 2 1966 9 l 1966 9 2 1966 
DRILLING PERIOO= l DAYS DAYS SINCE lST PERIOD= 3663 
CASING SIZE 3.8tCM ELEVATION 259008 14ETERS ABOVE 11.s.L. 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEP1'H TEMPERA1'URE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C .IKM 
o.o 12509.00 o.o 19.12 
-1657.24 
25.00 21385000 7.62 6 .. 49 
391'.10 
so.oo 18703 .. 00 15.24 9 .. Sl 
16.02 
75.oo 1!!600. 00 22.86 9.64 
80 l l 
125. 00 18500.00 38ol0 9.76 
12.19 
l 75. tHI 1!135•:>oOO 53.34 9o95 
9o84 
200. 00 18290000 60.,6 10.02 
3.59 
223.00 H!27C>o 00 67 .. 97 10.05 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN 1'HERMAL 
NETFRS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
34.52 36012 4.00 1 .. 00 0.2s 
40092 42.52 5.70 1.00 Ool 8 
50.52 52.12 5.79 1.00 Ool7 
55.33 56.93 6.03 1.00 Oo l 7 
58.53 ,;o.t3 4o39 l .oo Oo23 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
OF.PTH INTERVAL AVERAGl!: THF.RMAL HEAT FLUX 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY GRADIENT MICROCAL 
22. 86 




















METHOD •2 'FLUX= Oo55 H.F.Uo • OF CONDUCTIVITIES.. 4o0 
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NDSWC 2430 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
GRANO FORKS COUNTY 152N SOW SECTION 29 DOA 
47 57• 5" NORTH LATITUDE 97 4' 0" WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LDG=20.os HDll!S.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DAT~ WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMl>I..F.:TEO TERMINATION 
9 15 1976 9 6 1965 9 5 1965 9 6 1965 
DRILLING PERIOOz l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIDDz 4024 
CASING SIZE 3oAlCM ELEVATION 251076 ll!'TERS ASOYE lloSoLo 
DEPTH RESISTMICE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERNAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C/KIII 
1. 00 I lSl•J.OO 0.30 21.1s 
-1916.19 
25.00 20750.00 7o62 7 .16 
14.19 
so.oo 2065·).00 15.24 7.27 
1.44 
75.00 20641).00 22.86 7.28 
14.29 
100.01 20540.00 30.48 7o39 
11.so 
12s. oo 20460000 38.10 7.48 
11.12 
1s1.oo 20380.00 46.02 7.57 
16.65 
1 75. 00 20271).00 53.34 7.69 
10.19 
200.00 20?00.00 60.96 7.77 
36.77 
210.00 20100.00 64.01 7088 
l)EPTH tNTERV Ill. TI-IER#IIAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
"IETFRS CONDUCT I VI TY INTEllVAL RESISTIVITY 
27.20 28.80 3.00 1.00 11.33 
33.60 35.20 s.40 1.00 Oo 19 
43.20 44.80 5.29 1.00 0.19 
48.01 49.6( 4.51 1 .oo 0.22 
51. 21 52.81 4.29 1.00 0.23 
HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL "IFTHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THER#IIAL HEAT FLUX 



























METHOD lf2 FLUX= o.57 H.F.u. • OF CONDUCTIVITIESz s.o 
UPPE~ DEPTH 22.86 LOWE~ DEPTH 53.34 METERS 
\ --._ __ 
• • • • • • 
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NOSWC 3830 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
PEMBINA COUNTY 160N 54W SECTION 31 CCC 
48 37• so• NORTH LATITUDE 97 39• 51" WEST L0NGITUD£ 
UNIVERSAL f(ME OF TEMPERATURE L0Gsl6o20 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATF LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SP~DOED DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
8 6 1975 9 2 1969 9 I 1969 9 2 1969 
DRILLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2163 
CASING SIZF 3o8lCM ELEVATION 278.28 METI!RS ABOVE M.S.L. 
DEPTH RES1Sl"ANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHl'IS 114t::TERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES Cl'KM 
o.o 14900.01) o.o 14.87 
-994.29 
30.00 220-'JOo 00 9.14 5.78 
-174.94 
60.00 23740.00 18.29 4o 18 
236088 
90.00 21525000 27.43 6034 
25.63 
1 20. 00 21300000 36058 6.58 
31077 
150000 21025000 45072 6.87 
8.73 
t "iOo 00 :!0950.00 54.86 6095 
20056 
21 o. 00 20775.00 64.0l 7.14 
l 7ol 7 
240.00 20630.00 73.15 7.29 
24o'il 
270.00 20425.00 82.30 7o52 
9o05 
300.00 20350.00 91.44 7.60 
3o04 
330.00 20325. 00 100058 7o63 
242097 
342000 19540000 104024 8052 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERl'IAL NUMBER IN THER!olAL 
MET"'PS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
ss.oo 63070 4o00 1.00 0.2s 
65000 72084 4.00 1.00 OoJ>S 
73045 81.99 4.00 1.00 Oo25 
HEAT FLUX CALC:IJLAl"ION INTERVAL '4ETHOO 
DEPTH lNTEqVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 






















ME~HQD M2 FLUK= o.83 HoFoUo M OF CONDUCTIVITIES= 3.0 
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NDSWC 3830 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
PEMBINA COUNTY 160N 54W SECTION 31 CCC 
48 37• so• NORTH LATITUDE 97 39• s1• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=l6o23 HOURSoMINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUOOEO DATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
2 21 1976 9 2 1969 9 1 1969 9 2 1969 
DRILLING PERIOD= I DAYS ~AYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2362 



































































HEll;T FLUK CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE TRERMAL liEAT FLUX 






















METHOD •z FLUX: lo05 HoFoUo # OF CONDUCTIVITIES~ 3o0 
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NDSWC 1825 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
PE .. BINA COUNTY 160N 56W SECTION 16 A4A4 
48 41• 14• NORTH LATITUDE 97 St• 46• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOC.,.18000 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE CF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERfUNATION 
7 1 1975 7 3 1969 7 2 1969 7 3 1969 
DRILLING PERIOD= l DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST l>t'~IOD= 2188 
CASING SIZE 5.08Cfll ELEVATION 314.55 METERS ABOVE MoS•Lo 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TF.IIPEIUTURE T..,,IU4AL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
OEGqEES CJ'ICM o.o 12235000 o.o 19066 
-119.3060 
30. 00 19340000 9ol4 80 75 
-168.55 
60000 ?07080 00 18.29 7o21 
-24003 
90000 20912.00 27043 6099 
9o85 
1200 00 20828000 36.58 7o08 
23.<J2 
150000 20626000 45.72 7.30 
27.77 
180.00 20394.00 54.86 7o55 
44.21 
2 l O • 00 2003~.oo 64.01 7o<J6 
46016 
2400 00 19660.00 73.15 8038 
48.4<J 
270000 1927'Jo00 82030 8082 
42024 
100.00 18954000 91.44 9.21 
-t94lo00 
3.3(). 00 44000000 100058 -8.54 
2020001 
360.00 1113630 00 l 090 73 9o9l 
12.82 
390.00 18269.oo 118.87 Ill.OS 
24.80 
414.00 18125000 126ol9 10.21 
DEPTH INTERVAL THERMAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
Ml"TERS CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
55.17 63070 3.00 1.00 0.33 
64031 72.85 3.00 1.00 0.33 
7:1.46 72085 3o00 1.00 0.33 
82.60 •notl 3.00 1.00 0.11 
HEIIIT f'LUX CALClLATION IMT£RVAL folf':THOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 



























~ETHDD -2 FLUX~ t.36 HaF,Uo • OF CDJIIOUCTIVITIES= 4o0 
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NOSWC 3842 USGS OBSERVATION WATER WELL 
PEMBINA COUNTY l6lN 55W SECTION 15 8CO-l 
48 46• 07• NORTH LATITUOE 97 44• 55• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=2t.22 HOURS."INUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF ORlLLtNG 
COIIPLETEO TERIIINATtON 
7 l 1975 IO 2 t 969 Io l 1969 l O 2 1969 
DRILLING PERtOO= 1 DAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2097 
CASING SIZE 5.08CM ELEVATION 307.24 IIETERS ABOY'E lloSoLo 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS IIETERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES c,1<11 
o.o 12050.00 o.o 20.04 
-969.97 
30.00 17400.00 9.14 u.17 
-365.33 
60.00 2'1142.00 18.29 7.83 
-22.27 
90.00 20325.00 27.43 7.63 
-12.09 
120.00 20425 .. 00 36.58 7. '52 
13.19 
150.00 20316.00 45.72 7.64 
5.sa 
1ao.oo 20270.00 54.86 7.69 
7.29 
210.00 20211,.00 64.0l 7.76 
24.51 
240. 00 20010.00 73.15 7.98 
13.59 
270 .oo 199')0.'>0 82.30 a.to 
7.48 
:,oo. 00 19840.00 91.44 a.17 
5.73 
:u3.oo 19620.00 95.40 a.19 
DEPTH tNTFRVAL THERIIAL NUMBER IN THERMAL 
METERS CDNOUCTIVITY INTERVAL RESISTIVITY 
64.31 72.85 4.oo 1.00 0.25 
73.46 81.99 4.00 1.00 0.2s 
HEAT FLUK CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUK 
METERS CONDUCTIVITY GRADIENT MICROCAL 





FLUK= 0 • 76 
4.00 




H.F.u. STD DEV o.309 
METHOD •2 FLUX= Oo98 HoFoUo • OF CONDUCTIVtTIE5= 2o0 
UPPER DEPTH 64.01 LOWER DEPTH 73015 '4ETEAS 
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NDGS 3479 ,12ao CARR(E HOVLAND ,1 COMBS TEMPERATURES 
BURKE COUNTY (63N 91W SECTION 23 SE SE 
48 55• ta•• NORTH LATITUDE 102 26 1 o•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL T(ME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=ts.oo HOURS.M(NUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUDDED DATE OF DRILL(NG 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
9 13 1964 l 15 1957 10 21 1956 l 10 1957 
DRlLL(NG PERIOD: 81 DAYS DAYS SJNCE 1ST PERIOD= 2801 

































































































































DEPTH RESISTAIIICE DEPTH TEIIIIPERATI.IRE THERIIIIAL 
FEET OHMS llll:'TERS DEGREES C GRAD[ENT 
DEGREES c,KIIJ 
2755.91 · 5550.30 840.00 38.04 
48001 
2772. 31 5502050 845000 38028 




2870. 74 5210090 875.00 39080 
43042 
2887.14 5170090 880.00 40002 
59.98 
2903.54 5116.20 885.00 40.32 
55.61 
29fl5. 56 4871.40 910.00 41 o 71 
52.32 
3083.99 4611.40 940.00 43.28 
60.99 
3182.42 4328.00 'i>l'Oo 00 45.ll 
58.07 
3198.82 4?84.80 975000 45040 
56.02 
3215.22 4243.50 980000 45.68 
57.94 
3231.63 4201.30 985.00 45.97 
5lo34 
3280.84 4091 .60 1000.00 46.74 
56012 
3297.24 4052.50 l 0050 00 47002 
70.00 
3313065 4004.3(1 1010.00 47.:17 
53.92 
3330.os 3967.60 101s.oo 47064 
57063 
3444088 3705.20 1oso.oo 49066 
74.13 
35to.5o 3524.90 1070. 00 51ol4 
72.09 
3526090 34fl2. 70 1075.00 51 oSO 
63099 
3543.31 3445.70 1080.00 51.82 
55.97 
3559. 71 3413.70 1085.oo 52.10 
49034 
36'58, 14 3250030 1115000 53058 
56.02 
3674.54 3220.40 1120.00 53086 
47.10 
3690095 3195010 1125.00 54.10 
54055 
3707.35 3166000 1130000 54.37 
59015 
3 723. 75 3134.80 1135.00 54066 
54086 
3 740. 16 3106020 11400 00 54094 
53039 
3838058 2945010 1170000 56054 
33048 
3<J04o 20 2880070 1190000 57021 
28.08 
3920.60 2867040 1195000 57035 
29o'17 
3937. 01 2853030 1200.00 57050 
23.98 
4035043 27860 70 1230.00 58022 
20006 
4051.84 2777.60 1235000 58032 
23029 
241 
DEPTH RESISTANCE DEPTH TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
FEET OHMS METERS DEGREES C GRADIENT 
DEGREES C/KIII 
40B4.65 2756.70 1245.00 5B.55 
22.42 
41'01.05 2746.80 1250.00 58.66 
21.33 
4l99.4B 2691.00 12eo.oo 59.30 
35.7B 
4297.90 2600.40 1310000 60o3B 
38.25 
4396.33 2507.50 1340.00 6lo53 
51.53 
4494.75 238B.50 1370000 63.07 
51.1:i 
4593018 2277.00 1400.00 64061 
43.45 
4691.60 21B7.10 1430.00 55091 
33.30 
4790.03 2121.00 1460.00 66.91 
33.59 
488B.45 2056..70 1490.00 67.92 
30.0B 
4966.88 2001.10 1520.00 613.82 
23007 
5085.30 1959.70 1550 .. 00 59.51 
23.72 
5101.71 1952.60 155S..00 69063 
21.04 
5167.32 1927.70 1575.00 70.05 
26.21 
5183.73 1920.00 1580.00 70.18 
24.98 
5282. 15 1876.80 1610000 70.93 
24.70 
5380.5B 1835.20 1640.00 71.67 
22.96 
5479.00 1 '/97.50 1670.00 72.36 
l9o97 
5495.41 l792'ol0 1675000 72.46 
24017 
5511081 17!15.60 1680.00 72o5B 
26.07 
5528.22 1778.10 1665.00 72.72 
23.97 
5643005 1734. 00 1720000 73.56 
24095 
5741.47 1695.70 1750.00 74.31 
20.34 
5839.89 1665020 t7B0o00 74092 
30056 
5905.51 I 635030 1800.00 75.53 
242 
NDGS 3479 ,1280 CARRIE HOVLAND •t COMBS TENPERAT~ES 


























































THERMAL NUMBER IN 
CONDUCTIVITY INTERVAi.. 
3.,49 l oOO 
3o53 l oOO 
3o50 loOO 
4o30 l oOO 
4o28 l oOO 
2ol9 1.00 
2o 19 Io 00 
2ol9 I oOO 
3068 1.00 
3068 I oOO 
3068 loOO 




3o48 I oOO 
3o28 loOO 
3.89 1.00 
3o93 l oOO 
4o06 loOO 
4o06 loOO 
4.48 l .oo 
5o34 loOO 
3o56 I oOO 
3.94 1.00 
4o85 loOO 
































HEAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL NETHOO 
DEPTH INTERVAL AVERAGE THFR"IAL HEAT FLUX 
















































































































































lo I 7 
1 o2l 
OEV 0.557 
~ETHOO •2 FLUX= 1.48 H.F.u. M OF CONOUCTIVITIES=28.o 
UPPER OEPTH 250000 LOWER DEPTH 1685000 MErERS 
243 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES C 
00. 20. 40. 60. 80. 100. 
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NDGS 3342 , 2491 NELSON• l COMBS TENPERATUAES 
BOTTINEAU COUNTY 163N 78W SECTION 19 NW NE 
48 56• 6•• NORTH LATITUDE 100 40• 6•• WEST LONGITUDE 
UNIVERSAL TIME OF TEMPERATURE LOG=<l6.00 HOURS.MINUTES 
DATE LOGGED DATE WELL DATE SPUOOEO OATE OF DRILLING 
COMPLETED TERMINATION 
9 12 1964 11 14 1959 1() 21 1956 l I() 1957 
DRILLING PERIOD= 81 OAYS DAYS SINCE 1ST PERIOD= 2800 
















l 049. 87 114550 70 
1066.27 11342.10 
1181.10 10462.90 

















































































































DEPTH RESISTANCE OEPTH TEMPERATURE THERl'IAL FEET OHMS METERS OEGRees C GRADIENT 
DEGREES Cnc:M 1820.87 6852.30 55So00 32.32 
l 837.27 6772.90 S6o.oo 32.63 62008 
1853.68 6687.10 565.00 32.97 68.04 
1870.08 6634.80 S70.00 33018 41095 
l 886.48 6573.10 575.00 33.43 S0.06 
1968.50 6272.30 600. 00 34.69 so.41 
2034012 6033.90 620.00 35074 s2.so 
2050.53 5996.50 625.00 35.91 33.92 
2066.93 5976.80 630.,00 36000 1s.02 
2148.95 5853.91) 65'5.00 36.57 22078 
2 1 65. 1:'> 5832.60 660.oo 36.67 20.02 
2181.76 5805.10 665.00 36.ao 26.02 
2296.59 5624.90 700.00 37067 24.85 
2395.01 5404050 730.00 38.78 37001 
45.50 2444.23 5~r4.•o 745.00 39.46 
56.17 2460.63 s222.oo 7so.oo 39074 
48.21 2477.03 5177.Si) 755000 39.98 
41015 2493044 5139.80 760.00 40ol9 
43.96 2509.84 5099090 765.oo 40041 
42.30 2624.67 4840.70 80o.oo 41.89 
2723.10 4679.30 830.00 42.86 32031 
3.3.99 2739.50 4651.70 835000 43003 
2755091 462t.oo 840000 43022 38.07 
2772. :n 45<lR•60 845000 43.36 27.89 
2788. 71 4573.tO 8so.oo 43052 32.09 
23.00 2887014 4465010 880.00 44.21 
2<l85.56 4393020 9tOooo 44068 15.63 








NOGS J3•2 ~ 2•91 NELSON# I COMBS TEMPERATURES 
DF.?TH INTERVAL 
"'ETERS 
301 •• 5 30 •• 90 
305010 309010 
318.7. 319.90 






















831.80 83 •• 90 
'135.tO 837000 
a4Jo9., a•4oao 







•• 01 1.00 
3. 11 l • 00 
3.11 1.00 











5. 30 1.00 
5. 30 1. 00 
3.72 t.oo 
3.99 I .oo 
•• 21 1.00 
•• 21 1.00 
3.77 1.00 
3.77 1.00 































HFAT FLUX CALCULATION INTERVAL METHOD 
DE~TH INTERVAL AVERAGE THERMAL HEAT FLUX 





































































































































1.2a •••• 1.1s 
DEV Oo555 
METHOfl 112 FLUX= l .68 H.F oUo II Of' COHDUCTI VI TIES,.2l'o0 
UPPFR OEPrH 300.00 LOWER OFPTH 850.00 METERS 
248 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES C 
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J\.IASSr\CHVSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
LINCOLN LABORATORY 
Sci,smic Discrimination Group 
12 ( arl<·hrn Street 
CHmbrl.Jgc 
.\1 as!-.achu ~(·t ls 02142 
Mr. Richard Scatto!ini 
16 August 1974 
North Dakota Geological Survey 
University Station 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201 
Dear Mr. Scattolini, 
Arca Code 617 
253·7851 
Mr. Delbert S. Leach, of the Environmental Data Service, has forwarded 
your request concerning Seismicity of North Dakota to me. 
I have searched tl1e literature of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic survey from 
192R to present without f:inrling any reported cpicentern within the state of North 
Dakota. 
LASA, as you know, was not originally set up to work with near regional 
or regional data but the operators of LASA have been publishiug n regional bul · 
Ietin since January 1973. After scanning this bulletin, 1 have found 4 events 
that may be of intc res! to yol!. 
1) March 7, 1974 15:51:09. l Lat 48.6N Long 104.0W 
No mb computed Montana • North Dakotu llorcle:r 
2} March 7, 1974 18 :28 :25. 3 Lat 48. 3N Long 103. l W · 
No mb computed Northwe:stern Nortl1 Dakota 
3) Marcb 8, 1974 15:05:10.l Lat 47.lN Long 106.3W 
111 b 2. 4 Eustc rn Montan:, 
4) March 8, 1974 15:06:49. 7 Lat 47. lN Long 106. 3W 
ml:> 2. 6 Eastern Montana 
15 August 1974 
Mr. R. Scattolini 
Page 2 
251 
I cannot confirm the accuracy of these locations but the LASA operators 
believe them to he within . 3 degrees of the source. 
Let me know if we can be of any further assistance. You might also wish 
to contact the operators of LASA for assistance their address is: 
RN:sks 
Mr. Robert Matkins 
Philco -Ford Corp. 
LASA Data Center 
214 N 30th Street 
Billings, Montana 59101 
cc; Mr. Delbert S. Leach 
area code 406-245-6332 
Sincerely yours, 
,,....--: 





DETAILS OF HEAT PRODUCTION CALCULATIONS 
_ .. 
Data on Heat Production Samples from the 
University of North Dakota 
Depth Sample N.D.G.S. North Dakota Location of Sample Number Well Number County :\i of :\i Sec. Section Twp. Range (feet) Rock Type 
HP-1 1231 Williams NE SE 2 155N 96W 13608 Orthopyroxene 
Granulite 
HP-2 2219 Bottineau SW SE 6 161N 79W 7284 Andesine 
Hornblende 
Schist 
HP-3 20 Ramsey NE NE 29 158N 62W 3220 Granite 
HP-4 27 Cavalier NW NW 28 159W 63W 3400 Altered Horn-
blende Gneiss N 
V. 
w HP-5 27 Cavalier NW NW 28 159W 63W 3406 Hornblende 
Gneiss 
HP-6 16 Emmons SE SW 35 133N 75W 5360 Biotite 
.Hornblende 
Gneiss 
HP-7 16 Emmons SE SW 35 133N 75W 5359 Biotite 
Hornblende 
Gneiss 
HP-8 29 Grand Forks SW SW 35 152N 51W 1801 to Granite 
2048 
HP-9 - Pembina NE 8 160N 54W 1307 Banded Iron 
Formation 
HP-10 3268 Billings SW NE 10 139N 101W 13550 to Biotite 
13750 Granodiorite 
• e-• -·" 
Heat Production Data 
Well Radium Thorium Potassium Thorium/ Radium/ Thorium/ 
Sample ii (PPM) (PPM) (Percent) Radium Potassium Potassium 
l!P-1 A 123 2.10 9.90 6.93 4.71 0,30 1.43 
HP-2 A2219 1.05 1.83 0.84 1. 74 1.25 2.18 
HP-3 A 20 3.75 27.87 4.35 7 .43 0.86 6.41 
HP-4 A 27 0.47 2. 93 3.00 6.23 0.16 0.98 
HP-5 A 27 0.34 1. 55 1.42 4.56 o. 24 1.09 
HP-6 A 16 0.79 4.79 1.89 6.06 0.42 2.53 
HP-7 A 16 2.01 7.97 4.48 3. 97 0.45 1.78 "' V, 
HP-8 A 29 1.20 1. 22 
,,_ 
1. 38 1.02 0,87 0.88 
HP-9 A PC 0,65 2.63 1.00 4.05 0.65 2.63 
HP-10 A3268 1.10 19.22 3.54 17.47 0.31 5.43 
----------
Heat Production Data 
HMU HGU+ Core Crushed 
Well µcal/ Average 10-Dcal/ Density Density 
II gm yr llMU cm3 sec gm/cc gm/cc 
A 123 5.38 5. 38 1. 71 2.49 2.85 
A2219 1. 36 1.36 0.43 2. 70 2.91 
A 20 9.49 9.49 3.01 2.52 2.54 
A 27 1. 74 2.39 2.36 
1.34 0.42 
A 27 0.94 2.62 2 .42 
A 16 2.05 2. 70 2.40 
3.16 1.00 "' 
16 4.27 2.87 2.68 
ln 
A ln 
A 29 1.49 1.49 0.4 7 --- 2.2 3 
A PC 1.27 1.27 0.40 3.11 2.95 
A3268 5.60 5.60 1. 78 --- 2.44 
258 
NOTE: PRECISION OF RAEU & THU ANALYSES IS 0.05 PPM+ 2 PCT OF STATED 
VALUE. PRECISION OF K ANALYSES IS 0.03 PCT+ 1 PCT OF STATED VALUE. 
ALTHOUGH HORE DIGITS MAY BE SHOWN, ONLY FIRST 3 ARE SIGNIFICANT. 
WHEN TH/RAEU RATIO IS LESS THA.'l 1, TH ERROR MAY EXCEED NORMAL PRE-
CISION, WHEN TH/RAEU RATIO EXCEEDS 15, RAEU ERROR MAY EXCEED NORMAL 
PRECISION, N. D. INDICATES THAT RADIOELEMENT WAS NOT DETERMINED 
BECAUSE PHOTOPEAKS WERE MASKED BY THOSE OF ANOTHER RADIOELEMENT 
WITH HUCH GREATER CONCENTRATION. THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO WELL 
A 3628 WHOSE ERROR IS LARGER BUT NOT DEFINED. 3/21/75 
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